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Abstract

Internet links may create legal liability. Despite the Internet’s initial “free linking” ethos, links can be unlawful when they are designed to confuse viewers, to evade court orders or clear statutory prohibition, or to promote illegal conduct by others. But most linking is lawful, even where the linked site claims the right to authorize and control links. Linking law, which began with the Shetland Times headline-linking case in Scotland in late 1996, now includes several United States precedents as well as a developing worldwide body of opinions on various subjects.

As new linking claims are asserted, and as new linking techniques are created, courts are being challenged to carefully analyze the practical, technological and business circumstances surrounding the claims, and to fashion sound legal principles. This Article comprehensively reviews linking claims and potential claims, including cases of direct linking, deep linking, metatags, keyword purchases, inlining, framing, and derivative liability. It analyzes the legal theories asserted, suggests defenses and strategies for combating linking claims, and concludes with recommendations for link-law policies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Can Internet links ever be unlawful? After five years of cases worldwide, an answer has emerged: yes, in some relatively rare situations, one web publisher’s attempt to link to other Internet sites or content may create liability. Despite the “free linking” ethos of the founders and first users of the World Wide Web, links can be unlawful, usually when they are designed to confuse viewers, to evade court orders or clear statutory prohibition, or to promote illegal conduct by others. Most customary linking to content willingly placed on the Internet, however, is fair and lawful, even in those increasingly familiar situations where the linked site claims the right to authorize and control links.

Linking law, which began with the Shetland Times headline-linking case in Scotland in late 1996,¹ now includes a fair number of United States precedents and a developing worldwide “grab-bag” of opinions on subjects such as metatags, deceptive links, and the thorny issue of linking to illegal content. Still, the law is hardly settled. Indeed, the now-established principle that some links can be unlawful, together with emerging new legal doctrines that affect the copying of digital content (such as database protection and anti-circumvention laws), are likely to encourage parties

---

who feel aggrieved by links to assert claims. The continuing innovative
efforts of software writers, web designers, and Internet businesses are
bound to create new techniques of linking, which, like past situations, will
demand careful analysis and wise application of old legal principles.

This Article discusses the current state of linking law, five years after
*Shetland Times*. It draws from and expands upon the discussion and analy-
sis in *Link Law: The Emerging Law of Internet Hyperlinks*, published in
1999. It also attempts to explain linking technologies and place linking
disputes in their proper technological, factual, and legal context.

A. **Berners-Lee and the Ethos of Free Linking**

Tim Berners-Lee, the software expert who unwrapped the promise of
the Internet by developing the World Wide Web, has long understood and
argued that easy, intuitive, and free linking lies at the heart of the Inter-
et. Berners-Lee “invented” the World Wide Web at CERN (the Euro-
pean Particle Physics Laboratory) in 1990. In developing the Web and its
hypertext markup language (“HTML”) backbone, Berners-Lee sought to
facilitate making connections between computers and to make these con-
nections within a computer network as intuitive as the connections within
our own brain. Specifically, he sought to create “an intuitive interface”
that would permit “the computers, networks, operating systems and com-
mands . . . to become invisible” so that users could communicate and ac-
cess information directly.

Universal free linking of information was essential to Berners-Lee’s
original dream:

> The Web was designed to be a universal space of informa-
tion, so when you make a bookmark or a hypertext link, you

---

5. Tim Berners-Lee, *Weaving the Web: The Original Design and Ultimate Destiny of the World Wide Web by its Inventor* 3 (1999). Berners-Lee traces his interest back to a conversation with his father, a mathematician, when his father sought ways “to make a computer intuitive, able to complete connections as the brain did.” *Id.*
should be able to make that link to absolutely any piece of information that can be accessed using networks. The universality is essential to the Web: it loses its power if there are certain types of things to which you can’t link.

There are a lot of sides to that universality. You should be able to make links to a hastily jotted crazy idea and to link to a beautifully produced work of art. You should be able to link to a very personal page and to something available to the whole planet.\(^7\)

Now director of the World Wide Web Consortium, Berners-Lee argues for the freedom of a web publisher “to . . . link to absolutely any piece of information that can be accessed using networks” as a natural-law proposition of the computer age.\(^8\)

Aside from experts such as Berners-Lee, many nontechnical web users also perceive hyperlinking as essential to the operation of the web, or, at least, as a mechanism so basic and essential that its use could not possibly be unlawful. Additionally, most Internet users see links as desirable on all sides and are puzzled by any legal scheme that would penalize or restrict use of such mutually beneficial indexes, roadmaps, and accolades. A terse posting on an Internet newsgroup asserts: “To ask permission to link to a page borders on the inane. Next, we will have the position that you cannot recommend a book in the local library without the author’s permission.”\(^9\)

Undoubtedly, most linkers and linkees perceive established links as beneficial to them, for reasons of commerce, prestige, and ease of Internet navigation.\(^10\)

**B. Hyperlinks and Other Practical Internet Links**

Hypertext links are the signature characteristic of the World Wide Web.\(^11\) The ability to jump from one page to another through hypertext

---

7. Id.
8. Id.
10. Eric Hellman, *Link Openly: Linking Dos and Don’ts*, *at* http://www.openly.com/link.openly/etiquette.html (last visited Nov. 25, 2001) (“In many cases, it is a good thing, even a valuable thing, to be the target of a hyperlink. Links are generally beneficial to both linker and linkee.”).
links makes the web exciting and attractive to viewers. Both creation and use of hyperlinks are relatively simple tasks, which can be accomplished unilaterally by the author or reader of a webpage:

Adding a web link on a home page is relatively simple and requires only knowing the address of the linked page. The WWW technology . . . does not require coordination from both ends of a link to establish one . . . . [T]he simplest link acts merely as an automated directory—when the hypertext link is clicked with the mouse, the connection to the page with the link is dropped and the user’s computer then connects with the linked site, without further connection with the original page. . . . The simplicity of making web links and the lack of any centralized control are largely to credit for the enormous (and somewhat anarchic) growth of the Web.12

At least three kinds of technical links—or, more exactly, references—are made possible by the web’s current lingua franca, HTML.13 The simple hyperlinks that almost all web viewers regularly use are Hypertext REFerence (“HREF”) links. These convenient links permit a viewer to jump from one webpage to another; clicking on the link instructs the viewer’s web browser software to go to the linked location, which is often another website and which is specified in the markup written in the HTML language.15 Framing also creates links or associations between webpages; it is a method, which web browsers introduced to


13. “HTML is the lingua franca for publishing hypertext on the World Wide Web. It is a nonproprietary format based upon SGML, and can be created and processed by a wide range of tools, from simple plain text editors—you type it in from scratch—to sophisticated WYSIWYG authoring tools. HTML uses tags such as <h1> and </h1> to structure text into headings, paragraphs, lists, hypertext links etc.” World Wide Web Consortium, HyperText Markup Language Home Page, at http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/ (last visited Nov. 25, 2001).

14. HTML permits other kinds of linking as well. Indeed, some of these links even use the HTML tag “<link>,” such as the link “<link rel='stylesheet' . . . >” which is used to make a document display according to presentational suggestions written into a stylesheet on another web page. Although HREF links, framing and inlining have made appearances so far in reported or publicized linking cases, the less common links have not yet made their legal debut.

15. The linked location could also be another part of the website itself—for example, a link from a home page, an index or table of contents to another page on the website, or even another part of a document that begins on the page that contains the link.
Internet users in 1996, of arranging and viewing webpages. Framing allows the operator of a website to divide a browser window into multiple, independently scrollable frames with different layouts, and to place separate documents, from different Internet sources, into each window. Inlined images linking (sometimes called IMG (“ImaGe”) links) enables graphics to be visible on screen as part of a web document’s main body (i.e., not in a separate frame) even though they originate outside the document’s HTML code—that is, somewhere else on the website publisher’s server, or even at a different website.

Because of the digital—hence easily analyzed and classified—nature of the Internet and the need for indices and search engines, some HTML and Internet techniques may be viewed as de facto linking tools. The use of metatags to index webpages, for example, is a kind of linking technology, and metetag disputes have emerged as a fruitful source of linking law. A metatag is essentially invisible computer code, which search engine software can read and understand as text. If an infringer’s website contains the phrase “Star Wars” in its metatag, for example, its site may rank high in response to a search seeking Star Wars-related sites. Use of a keyword or phrase in metatags will give a site a big boost from search engines that give extra weight to words that are listed in metatags. Both “keyword” and “descriptive” metatags are commonly used by website authors. Metatags are both invisible and effective. Thus, a website author may place one or more keywords in metatags, drawing significant traffic

16. The World Wide Web Consortium describes the intended purpose of framing as follows:

HTML frames allow authors to present documents in multiple views, which may be independent windows or subwindows. Multiple views offer designers a way to keep certain information visible, while other views are scrolled or replaced. For example, within the same window, one frame might display a static banner, a second a navigation menu, and a third the main document that can be scrolled through or replaced by navigating in the second frame.


to his site without altering the physical appearance of the site or bringing attention to the metatags.

Other keyword technologies work similarly to metatags. For example, search engines sell advertisements and featured placements based upon search words used by their users. If a user uses a search engine to search for a particular product, the search engine operator may place on its search results screen a banner advertisement for a seller of that product, or may list that seller’s webpage in a featured position. As with metatags, where the keywords lure a search engine into making a link to the metatagged site, search engine keyword sales essentially beckon a searcher to the advertiser’s site. In both cases, moreover, the linking is usually invisible to the user.

II. LAWS THAT MAY AFFECT LINKING USAGE

It is no surprise that the absolute “free linking” ethos of Berners-Lee and other Internet pioneers has not been adopted by the law. The real business world operates differently than the world of academics, technology enthusiasts, and information-loving individuals. Businesses care about what information is shared, with whom, and in what context—especially when the communications involved interfere with their sales or marketing. They also care about how they are portrayed in relationship to others, especially competitors. Hence, in the context of business and advertising, Internet links may raise issues of, among other things, unfair competition, trademark or copyright infringement, tarnishment, and misappropriation.

The laws of unfair competition and intellectual property provide the backdrop for most hyperlink disputes. In particular, the law of unfair competition—an umbrella term that embraces trademark infringement and dilution, passing off, and false or deceptive advertising—provides the legal context for many linking disputes. Several other legal areas—copyright, data protection, and misappropriation—have figured in several important Internet linking disputes. This section briefly describes the basic principles of the legal fields on which most unauthorized linking claims are based.

A. Trademark Infringement

A trademark or service mark is any word, name, symbol, or device or any combination thereof adopted and used by a manufacturer or merchant to identify his goods or services and distinguish them from those manufac-
tered or sold by others. Trademarks indicate origin—that is, they distin-
guish one party’s products (or services in the case of service marks) from
those of competitors. Trademarks and service marks may also serve to
 guarantee the quality of the goods or services bearing the mark, and
through advertising, they may help to create and maintain a demand for
the product or service.

Trademark infringement occurs when one party uses a mark that is so
similar to that of another that consumers are likely to be confused. Lik-
elihood of confusion depends on many factors, including: (1) the strength
of the owner’s mark; (2) the similarity between the owner’s mark and the
alleged infringer’s mark; (3) the degree to which the products compete
with each other; (4) the alleged infringer’s intent to “pass off” its goods as
those of the trademark owner; (5) incidents of actual confusion; and (6)
the type of product, its cost, and conditions of purchase. Strong trade-
marks are entitled to more protection than are weak ones. Reverse
trademark confusion may occur when a trademark infringer so saturates
the market with promotion of his mark that consumers come to believe
that the infringer, rather than the plaintiff, is the source of the trademarked
product.

Not all use of another’s trademarks constitutes infringement. Words
that are trademarks may also be used in their normal descriptive sense. In
many cases, trademarks may describe a person, a place, or an attribute

19. New Kids on the Block v. New Am. Pub., Inc., 971 F.2d 302, 305 (9th Cir.
1992) (stating that “[t]hroughout the development of trademark law, the purpose of
trademarks remained constant and limited: Identification of the manufacturer or sponsor
of a good or the provider of a service”).
(8th Cir. 1985); see also Squirtco v. Seven-Up Co., 628 F.2d 1086, 1091 (8th Cir. 1980)
(holding that an alleged mark had not acquired secondary meaning due to insufficient
time in the marketplace and insufficient evidence establishing the effectiveness of the
company’s advertising linking the mark to the mark’s source in consumers’ minds); C.
Blore & D. Richman, Inc. v. 20/20 Adver., 674 F. Supp. 671, 681 (D. Minn. 1987) (quot-
ing Co-Rect Prods., 780 F.2d at 1330).
23. See McDonald’s Corp. v. Druck & Gerner, 814 F. Supp. 1127, 1134 (E.D.N.Y.
1993).
25. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF UNFAIR COMPETITION § 28 cmt. a (1995) (“Reason-
able use of a descriptive term by another solely to describe the nature or characteristics of
its own goods or services will not subject the user to liability for infringement.”).
of a product. For example, one may say, “Let’s take a vacation to Disney World,” or, “I have the data in Excel,” without violating the trademark rights of Walt Disney or Microsoft. Thus, trademark law recognizes a “nominative use” defense when the mark is used only “to describe the goods or services of [a] party, or their geographic origin.”

B. Trademark Dilution

Even when a trademark is not infringed—that is, when there is no likelihood of confusion—one who uses a similar mark may dilute the distinctive quality of that trademark. Dilution may occur by blurring (weakening) the trademark association or by tarnishing the trademark by giving it a bad association along with its original trademark association.

Confusion and dilution involve different states of mind. Confused consumers think there is a connection with the trademark owner. In the case of dilution, although members of the public make a mental connection between the marks, they are not actually confused. They still associate the trademark with its owner, but that association is weaker than before (in the case of blurring) or a negative connotation is added to the mark (in the case of tarnishment).

The laws of about twenty-five states prohibit trademark dilution, and federal law prohibits dilution of “famous” marks. Businesses often assert dilution in Internet cases to stop the use of their trademarks by other parties who are not their direct competitors.


27. Deere & Co. v. MTD Prods., Inc., 41 F.3d 39, 42 (2d Cir. 1994) (“Traditionally, this Court has defined dilution . . . ‘as either the blurring of a mark’s product identification or the tarnishment of the affirmative associations a mark has come to convey.’” (quoting Mead Data Cent., Inc. v. Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc., 875 F.2d 1026, 1031 (2d Cir. 1989))).


31. In passing the Anti-Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, Congress noted that trademark dilution was frequently asserted in domain name cases. S. Rep. No. 106-140, at 7 (1999); see Virtual Works, Inc. v. Volkswagen of Am., Inc., 238 F.3d 264 (4th Cir. 2001).
C. Passing Off

“Passing off” or “palming off” refers to deceptive marketing in which one party attempts to “pass off” its goods or services as those of another.\textsuperscript{32} Passing off is illegal under the Lanham Act’s prohibition against a false description or false designation of origin, since it encompasses selling one’s goods under the name of a competitor.\textsuperscript{33} It also reaches merchandising practices that are “‘economically equivalent’ to palming off.”\textsuperscript{34}

D. False Advertising

Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act contains a broad prohibition against the making of false statements in connection with commercial advertising or marketing and has been characterized as creating a federal law of “false advertising,” “deceptive marketing,” or “unfair competition.”\textsuperscript{35} Whatever its name, the sweep of the claim created by this section is wide: it covers any “false or misleading description of fact” made in commercial advertising or marketing activities, that relate to one’s own, or a competitor’s, goods, services, or commercial activities.\textsuperscript{36} A violator may be liable in a damages action for the harmed party’s lost profits, the violator’s own profits due to its misconduct, and, in exceptional cases, for treble damages and an award of attorney’s fees.\textsuperscript{37}

\textsuperscript{34} Smith v. Montoro, 648 F.2d 602, 605 (9th Cir. 1981). The court stated: \textit{[A] section 43(a) claim may be based on economic practices or conduct “economically equivalent” to palming off. Such practices would include “reverse passing off,” which occurs when a person removes or obliterates the original trademark, without authorization, before reselling goods produced by someone else. Reverse passing off is accomplished “expressly” when the wrongdoer removes the name or trademark on another party’s product and sells that product under a name chosen by the wrongdoer. “Implied” reverse passing off occurs when the wrongdoer simply removes or otherwise obliterates the name of the manufacturer or source and sells the product in an unbranded state. \textit{Id.} (citations omitted).}
E. Copyright Infringement

Under United States copyright law, copyright protection attaches to every creative work as soon as the work is created and “fixed in any tangible medium of expression.”38 Copyright infringement occurs when someone with access to a copyrighted work creates a substantially similar work, and uses it in a way that violates one or more of the copyright owner’s five exclusive rights— the rights of reproduction, distribution, adaptation, performance, and public display.40

In addition to the person who directly infringes someone’s copyright, others who assist in the infringement may face derivative liability, under two theories. First, one who induces, causes, or materially assists in the infringement may be guilty of contributory infringement.41 Courts generally require that the plaintiff prove that the contributory infringer knew or had reason to know of the direct infringer’s infringement and materially contributed to it.42 Additionally, the doctrine of vicarious liability, derived from the doctrine of respondeat superior, may create liability when one has the right and the ability to supervise the infringing activity and derives financial interest from those activities.43

Not all copying or imitating of a copyrighted work constitutes infringement. Some creative expression (such as book titles and short advertising slogans) may be too short or lacking in originality to qualify for copyright protection.44 Some copying may be permissible as personal use.

38. 17 U.S.C.§ 102 (1994). Copyrightable works are broadly construed to include not only books, paintings and sculptures, but also movies, plays, musical compositions, recordings, photographs, computer software code, architectural designs, and even routine business writings. See Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53, 58 (1884) (defining “author” broadly as “he to whom anything owes its origin [sic],” and holding that the originator of a photograph may claim copyright in photographic work); Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239 (1903) (holding that circus posters are entitled to copyright protection).


42. Gershwin Publ’g Corp. v. Columbia Artists Mgmt., Inc., 443 F.2d 1159, 1162 (2d Cir. 1971).


or fair use, or for “transformative” uses such as parody and commentary. Finally, copyright protection has a limited term, and works for which the copyright term has expired, or which never had copyright protection, are in the public domain and are free for anyone to reproduce or imitate.

**F. Database Protection**

United States copyright law does not protect database collections, as the U.S. Supreme Court held in 1991 in *Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co.* The European Union and other nations, however, do protect databases, and Congress has been considering database protection for several years. Although several database protection bills have been introduced in Congress, they have not passed because of the differing interests of database owners—such as legal publishers and telephone companies—and database users—such as financial and media analysts and Internet services. The increased importance and value of electronic databases and the increased clout of the database industry may put pressure on Congress to enact database protection. In addition, the European Union’s 1996 database directive contains a reciprocity clause, which means that database producers in the United States will not get protection under the EU database law unless Congress enacts protection similar to the EU directive.

**G. Misappropriation**

Although it is little used and narrowly confined, a common law tort theory of information misappropriation exists in United States law. This cause of action essentially prohibits the unauthorized interference by one

---

45. See infra text accompanying notes 298-300.
51. Id. art. 11(3), at 27.
party with another party’s valuable and time-sensitive information. In a landmark press association case, *International News Service v. Associated Press*, the Court recognized the theory and held actionable one news service’s attempt to pirate the “hot news” content of a rival news service. The theory is narrow, and not nearly as pliable as some information owners would like, but a recent decision makes clear that it is still viable in limited situations.

III. LINKING CLAIMS, REAL AND POTENTIAL

In the few years since Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web, hyperlinks and other references have proliferated on the global network. Only a few of the millions upon millions of Internet links have led to litigation. Some pathbreaking cases have identified how links can raise linking claims, which courts seriously consider and sometimes uphold. This section discusses reported linking cases, other linking claims that we may expect to see, and emerging trends in link law analysis and policies.

A. Copyright Infringement Through Direct Linking—From *Shetland Times Headlines to Ditto.com Thumbnails*

Link law began with a hyperlinked headline on an electronic newspaper in the Shetland Islands of Scotland. The ensuing copyright lawsuit between rival newspapers brought little enlightenment to the concept of links as copyright infringement. A few years later, a parallel lawsuit in

52. See, e.g., NBA v. Motorola, Inc., 105 F.3d 841 (2d Cir. 1997). According to this decision, misappropriation claims require the following elements: (1) the plaintiff generates or collects information at some cost or expense; (2) the value of the information is highly time-sensitive; (3) the defendant uses the information in a way that constitutes free-riding on plaintiff’s efforts; (4) the defendant uses the information in a way that competes with plaintiff; and (5) the ability of others to free-ride on plaintiff’s efforts would substantially reduce plaintiff’s incentive to produce the product or service. Id. See generally Bruce P. Keller, *Condemned to Repeat the Past: The Reemergence of Misappropriation and Other Common Law Theories for Protection for Intellectual Property*, 11 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 401 (1998).

53. 248 U.S. 215 (1918).

54. Id. at 246.


56. Motorola, Inc., 105 F.3d at 852.

California, concerning thumbnail photographs as links, brought the copyright theory of link law into sharper focus.

The *Shetland Times* case raised the curtain on linking claims just around the time that the World Wide Web was reaching a wide audience, in late 1996. The established *Shetland Times* ("Times") claimed that its rival, the upstart *Shetland News* ("News"), infringed the Times' copyright by using the Times' headlines as the text for hyperlinks to the Times' stories. The case focused on the dramatically divergent views of the parties concerning hyperlinks.

Dr. Jonathan Wills, editor of the *News*, obviously viewed himself and his innovative electronic newspaper as advanced trendsetters, familiar with new technology and its uses. He viewed his rival (and former employer) the *Times* as stodgy and backward (though it too issued an electronic edition in 1996). The *News* offered its readers tangible evidence of its competitive preeminence—it claimed that it linked to the *Times* for any news stories missed by the *News*. Of course, the link not only served the *News*’ readers, but also subtly highlighted how few stories the *News* had missed. The links involved were standard HREF links.

When the *Times* protested the *News*’ periodic links to its stories, Dr. Wills expressed his disbelief that anyone would complain about hyperlinks, and published, with commentary, his personal, sarcastic reply to the *Times*’ cease-and-desist letter:

> The principle of the Internet is free access. We have no turnstile where we vet or charge readers. Nor do you. What we have done, are doing and will continue to do is direct our readers to your website on those occasions when your six editorial staff [sic] manage to come up with a story which our single member of staff has either missed or not got around to writing.

---

61. Id.
At no time have we infringed your undisputed copyright, nor have we made any use whatsoever of your material in our own pages. If we did, we would pay you our normal, single-use, electronic reproduction fees at NUJ rates. Where we give a free link to a *Shetland Times* story which we think would interest our readers, we send them straight to your very own page, not to one of ours. When they get there they are looking at *The Shetland Times*, not at *The Shetland News*.

... We don’t need your written permission to put up links to your site, or to any other. You ought to be jolly pleased, because we are bringing you hundreds of readers a day whom you wouldn’t otherwise have.63

The *Times*, however, was quite serious. It sought a court order to prevent such links.64 The next publication in the *News* on the dispute took a distinctly different tone than that of Dr. Wills’ confident response letter: “We regret that part of our service to readers has been censored by unprecedented court action at the instigation of Robert Wishart, managing director of *The Shetland Times Ltd*. He can be reached by e-mail at r.wishart@shetland-times.co.uk.”65

In court, the *Times* sought to restrain the *News*’ unauthorized links on the grounds that the *News*’ links, which reproduced the *Times*’ headlines for those rare exclusives, constituted copyright infringement.66 The *News* argued in response that the use of the *Times*’ headlines could not constitute infringement, because free access constituted the basic principle of the Internet.67 The Court of Sessions in Edinburgh, by Lord Hamilton, disagreed. The court granted the *Times* an interim interdict (comparable to a U.S. preliminary injunction) preventing the *News* from making further hyperlinks.68 Among other things, the court noted that the *News*’ hyperlinks to some of the *Times*’ stories permitted readers to get access to the *Times*’ stories while “by-passing the [Times] front page and accordingly missing

any advertising material which may appear on it.” This potential advertising loss figured heavily in the court’s decision in favor of the interim relief. This interim ruling was appealed, and although the News made a worldwide appeal for assistance through its website, ultimately the case settled shortly before a scheduled further hearing. The settlement permitted the News to link to the Times’ page, but it specified that the links would clearly identify the Times as the originator of the linked stories. Essentially, the parties negotiated a linking license.

For all the attention focused on the Shetland Times case, the resulting judicial ruling was a disappointment in terms of clarity, analysis, breadth of application, and precedent for further linking disputes. The court’s analysis—that reproduction of a few of Times’ web links constituted infringement—has been widely criticized and would not be accepted under United States copyright law. Since the links involved were basic HREF links that were clearly explained by the News as links to its competitor’s

69. Id. at 670.
70. The court stated: The balance of convenience clearly, in my view, favoured the grant of interim interdict . . . . It was fundamental to the setting up by the pursuers of their web site that access to their material should be gained only by accessing their web directly. While there has been no loss to date, there is a clear prospect of loss of potential advertising revenue in the foreseeable future. Id. at 671.
72. Id.
73. Other copyright claims similar to those in the Shetland Times case have been threatened. In New Zealand, the editor of the 7am Weekly News web site has reported that a rival publication, the Nando Times—apparently basing its claim on copyright—has demanded payment for the 7am Weekly News’ use of the Nando Times’ headlines and for the right to link to the Nando Times’ site. Similarly, News International Newspapers, the owner of The Times of London, has threatened an Internet news service, News Index, claiming that its listing of The Times’ headlines infringes British copyright law. Courtney Macavinta, Is linking a Copyright Violation?, CNET NEWS, Dec. 11, 1997, at http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1005-202-324822.html.
74. In a similar case in Netherlands in 2000, the court rejected the argument that use of headlines as the content for hyperlinks constituted copyright infringement. The court found no copyright violation in the use of the newspapers’ headlines in the hyperlinks, essentially because of fair use and generally accepted practices. J. Mendlik, Rb. Rotterdam 22 augustus 2000, KG ZA 00-846, No. 139609 (ann. VKJK), available at http://www.e-jus.it/db/data/Sentenza_Rotterdam_ing_22-8-00.htm (last visited Nov. 25, 2001).
content, the links seem tame, fair, and non-confusing compared to later cases. Thus, the case left more questions open than answered on the issue of copyright infringement as a theory for limiting unauthorized linking.

A much different approach and answer to a similar question came with the decision of a California federal district court in *Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp.*  

Kelly presented essentially the picture equivalent of the *Shetland Times* headline-as-hyperlink claim. The defendant, Arriba Soft, offered a specialized Internet search engine for photography on its website. On that site, Arriba Soft provided a traditional search engine with a photographic twist. As the court explained, like other Internet search engines, Arriba Soft’s search engine: “allows a user to obtain a list of related Web content in response to a search query . . . . Unlike other Internet search engines, Defendant’s retrieves images instead of descriptive text. It produces a list of reduced, ‘thumbnail’ pictures related to the user’s query.”

Leslie Kelly, a professional photographer, offered his photographs for sale through an Internet website, and Arriba Soft indexed his site along with other professional photographers’ sites. That meant that when searchers used Arriba Soft’s “visual search engine” and the search results included Kelly’s photographs, the images of those photos would be made available in thumbnail form on the search results page. The thumbnail images in turn linked to Kelly’s own website, and hence potentially increased Kelly’s business traffic.  

Kelly claimed—much as the *Shetland Times* had claimed about use of its headlines—that use of his work in the thumbnail link constituted copyright infringement. The thumbnail images in question were, admittedly, copies of Kelly’s photographs. The issue was thus posed: Did use of Kelly’s photographs as thumbnail markers of links to Kelly’s website constitute copyright infringement?

The thumbnails presented a credible case of infringement. While a few words of a headline do not qualify alone as copyrightable material in United States law, the photo thumbnails were simply reduced versions of Kelly’s copyrighted photographs. As such, the thumbnails contained all (or at least most) of the creative elements of the photos, such as subject,

75. 77 F. Supp. 2d 1116 (C.D. Cal. 1999).
76. The site was originally located at www.arriba.com, but was later renamed and relocated to www.ditto.com.
77. *Kelly,* 77 F. Supp. 2d at 1117.
78. *Id.*
79. *Id.*
80. *Id.* at 1120.
81. *Id.* at 1117.
composition, lighting, and so forth. \footnote{82} The only question was whether Arriba Soft’s use of the photographs in its visual search engine constituted fair use under section 107 of the Copyright Act. \footnote{83} Judge Gary Taylor analyzed each of the statutory fair use factors, as well as the “transformative use” factor, and found Arriba Soft’s use to be fair. \footnote{84}

Initially, Judge Taylor found that while Arriba Soft’s search engine was commercial, the search engine’s commercial purpose was “of a somewhat more incidental and less exploitative nature” than normal. \footnote{85} Arriba Soft’s website did not exist to exploit the visual impression of the indexed photographs; rather, it served a library-like function, as it “catalog[ed] and improve[d] access to images on the Internet.” \footnote{86} Thus, the first fair use factor—focusing on the commercial or noncommercial use of the copyrighted work—favored Arriba Soft. \footnote{87} The second factor—the nature of the work—favored Kelly, because photographs are artistic works at the core of copyright protection. \footnote{88} On the third factor—focusing on the amount and substantiality of the copyrighted work used—the court found the use of indexing thumbnails generally fair, because thumbnails are necessary on a visual search engine, and the size reduction mitigates any damage. \footnote{89} Because Arriba Soft’s search engine had also displayed a larger version of the indexed photographs (a practice it had eliminated by the time of the court’s decision), however, the court found the “amount and substantiality” factor to favor Kelly somewhat. \footnote{90} Finally, in considering the fourth fair use factor—the effect on the market for plaintiff’s products—the court found no evidence of harm, and a logical conclusion that the search engine would increase traffic to the websites of professional photographers such as Kelly. Thus, the court found that this factor favored fair use. \footnote{91}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[82] Id. at 1120.
\item[84] Kelly, 77 F. Supp. 2d at 1121.
\item[85] Id. at 1119.
\item[86] Id.
\item[87] Id.
\item[88] Id. at 1119-20.
\item[89] Id. at 1120.
\item[90] Id.
\item[91] Id. at 1120-21.
\end{footnotes}
With the fair use score a two-two tie, the Court relied on the “transformative use” analysis of *Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc.*, 92 to make its final conclusion that Arriba Soft’s use was fair. Essentially, the court recognized the usefulness of search engines and their contribution to users and web publishers (like Kelly) alike, and found that Arriba Soft’s “visual search engine” had transformed Kelly’s images into something new. The court held that the photo-cataloging and thumbnail-displaying functions of Arriba Soft’s visual search engine, which “swept up” plaintiff’s images along with two million other photographs in its ordinary operation, fulfilled an “inherently transformative” function. 93 This transformative aspect of the visual search engine—“a new use and a new technology”—weighed more heavily with the court than the fact that Arriba Soft copied the photographs. 94 In essence, the usefulness of Internet search engines was the determinative factor in the fair use analysis in *Kelly*, leading to the court’s conclusion that Arriba Soft could use thumbnail images of copyrighted works in its search results display.

Although the *Kelly* analysis could be questioned or confined to the unique facts of that case, the decision provides guidance for other copyright linking cases. The decision wisely permits use of the content indexes and links that are typically used and needed in Internet searching and navigation. This result seems consistent with fair use principles, since the indexing material does not replace the full copyrighted works and it usually facilitates navigation to the owners of those works. It also accords with precedent, such as long established acceptance of catalogs, summaries, and reviews as fair use. If *Kelly* is followed when future linking claims based on copyright are asserted, the fair use doctrine is likely to protect normal indexing and summarizing use of Internet content as hyperlinks.

---

92. 510 U.S. 569 (1994). In *Campbell*, a copyright parody case, the Supreme Court distinguished transformative use of copyrighted material from the typical situation where the new work merely supersedes or substitutes for the original work. A “transformative” work, like a parody, serves a different purpose—and usually a different market—than the original work, and although it employs portions of the original, it alters the original “with new expression, meaning, or message.” *Id.* at 579.


94. *Id.* The court’s comment that Arriba Soft “never held out Plaintiff’s work as its own” is interesting because passing off is technically irrelevant in this copyright case. As noted in *supra* note 70 and accompanying text, however, the passing off nature of the headline links in the *Times* case may well have influenced the court there, and suggestions of passing off or other acts of unfair competition necessarily influence judges and other decision makers, particularly when new rules and policies are being established.
B. Deep Linking

Perhaps the most curious of all anti-linking theories is the one that holds “deep linking” unlawful. While this theory seems to loom large in popular discussions, it does not yet have legal support in the United States, and courts have addressed the theory with skepticism.95

Most websites have a central “home” page to which all subsidiary pages are linked. Website publishers probably expect users to visit their site through this home page “front door,” and to move around the website using the website’s own links to subsidiary pages. With this expectation, many website publishers post introductory material—possibly including third-party paid banner advertisements, and special teasers and highlights relating to their own site—on that home page. Website publishers expect that most website visitors will encounter those advertisements or special highlights before going further into the website’s subsidiary pages.

In practice, however, anyone who reaches a subsidiary page may record the URL of that page and use it as a hyperlink, thus enabling others to bypass the website’s front door and go to the subsidiary page of interest. Such links are known as “deep linking” because they link directly to a subsidiary page “deep” within a website. Is such linking unlawful? The Ticketmaster ticket-selling agency asserted that such linking was unlawful in two highly publicized cases.

In the first case, Ticketmaster Corp. v. Microsoft Corp.,96 Ticketmaster complained of a city guide’s unauthorized hyperlink to a subsidiary page that contained event and ticket information about one of the many events Ticketmaster was promoting at the time.97 Ticketmaster alleged that by offering this bypass, Microsoft’s “Seattle Sidewalks” service was “in effect, committing electronic piracy.”98 Ticketmaster claimed that unless it controlled “the manner in which others utilize and profit from its propriety services,” it would “face the prospect of a feeding frenzy diluting its content.”99 It alleged that the bypass hyperlink—which allowed a web user to

97. Id. at ¶¶ 10, 14.
98. Id. at ¶ 6, 10.
99. Id. at ¶ 6.
avoid advertising on Ticketmaster’s home page—constituted trademark dilution and unfair competition.\textsuperscript{100} After some spirited arguments back and forth, the case settled in February 1999. Microsoft agreed not to “deep link” to Ticketmaster’s webpages,\textsuperscript{101} but rather to link its Internet “Sidewalks” guides only to Ticketmaster’s home page.\textsuperscript{102}

Ticketmaster was back in court a few years later, when it learned that a rival agency, Tickets.Com, Inc., was also linking to Ticketmaster’s subsidiary pages. In \textit{Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets.Com, Inc.},\textsuperscript{103} Ticketmaster claimed that deep linking constituted both copyright infringement (because the information derived from Ticketmaster’s website) and unfair competition (because customers would associate Tickets.com with Ticketmaster).\textsuperscript{104} In a preliminary decision, the court explained that Tickets.com simply linked to Ticketmaster (or some other exclusive ticket broker) for events for which Tickets.com could not itself sell tickets.\textsuperscript{105} Tickets.com provided its customers with a “Buy this ticket from another online ticketing company” link, which automatically transferred the customer to the relevant interior webpage of Ticketmaster, bypassing the home page. Since this interior page contained the Ticketmaster logo, the court concluded that a customer must know he or she was dealing with Ticketmaster, not Tickets.com.\textsuperscript{106} In granting, in part, Tickets.com’s motion to dismiss the complaint, the court expressed strong skepticism about the deep linking theory.\textsuperscript{107}

First, the court expressly rejected the copyright theory. Ticketmaster alleged that Tickets.com copied facts and used a deep linking hyperlink.\textsuperscript{108} Facts are not protected by copyright, and the hyperlink simply transferred the user to the plaintiff’s page.\textsuperscript{109} Next, although the court did not dismiss the unfair competition claims, it brushed off the possibility that merely posting a deep link could itself constitute unfair competition: “[T]he court concludes that deep linking by itself (i.e., without confusion of source)
does not necessarily involve unfair competition.”

However, in dicta the court analogized hyperlinks to traditional indexing techniques, thus suggesting that they are benign and indeed helpful, and thus hardly tortious. The court stated: “The customer is automatically transferred to the particular genuine webpage of the original author. There is no deception in what is happening. This is analogous to using a library’s card index to get reference to particular items, albeit faster and more efficiently.”

Similarly, in Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., the court briskly dismissed the plaintiff’s objections to the deep links from the defendant’s “visual search engine” to the pages on plaintiff’s website that featured certain photographs taken by the plaintiff. The court recognized that the search engine links allowed users to bypass the plaintiff’s “front page” and thereby made it less likely that users would see all of plaintiff’s advertisements and its “entire promotional message.” Nonetheless, the court viewed this as insufficient evidence of harm or adverse impact.

Deep linking claims have encountered appropriate skepticism from courts when claimants have asserted intellectual property or tort rights to control links to their subsidiary pages. As Microsoft quite persuasively pointed out in its response in Ticketmaster Corp. v. Microsoft Corp., such claims run contrary to common sense and the common workings of the web, an open network that by its nature encourages the use and sharing of shortcuts. Deep linking claims might, however, have better chances on three other theories: contract, trespass, or database protection.

Ticketmaster asserted the contract theory in its suit against Tickets.com, claiming that its terms of service barred deep linking use of information obtained by browsing the Ticketmaster site. While the court was skeptical of this claim because it was based on small-print terms and
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112. Id.
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114. Id. at 1020-21.
115. Id.
116. Id. at 1021.
118. See infra text accompanying note 312.
conditions for which no affirmative assent was required, it nonetheless allowed the claim to proceed.\textsuperscript{120} Obviously in proper circumstances—for example, where parties with roughly equivalent bargaining power explicitly agree to deep linking limitations—a contract can affect one’s ability to deep link.

A second alternative deep linking theory is trespass. Some courts have held that when web publishers permit entry to their site for limited purposes, one who violates those conditions may be prosecuted in tort for computer trespass.\textsuperscript{121} This theory did not survive the motion to dismiss in \textit{Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets.com, Inc.}, because the court viewed it as preempted by the Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{122} In one case abroad, however, the trespass rationale received some serious consideration. In \textit{Pacific Internet Ltd. v. Catcha.com Pte Ltd.},\textsuperscript{123} the owner of a website in Singapore sued on multiple theories, including trespass, based on a rival’s use of deep links to its site. On a motion similar to a motion to dismiss, the court refused to dismiss any of the claims, stressing the novelty of deep linking both in technology and law.\textsuperscript{124} Specifically with respect to the trespass claims, the court indicated that it would fully entertain the theory that the plaintiff opened its site to the public for most purposes, but not for the purpose of allowing competitors to mine the site for deep links for inclusion on their sites.\textsuperscript{125} The decision also stressed the significant and creative damage claims made based on the deep linking. Among other things, the plaintiff claimed that the deep links to its site enhanced the value of the linking site, diminished the value of the plaintiff’s site, and deprived the plaintiff of specific advertising revenue it expected because of fewer “eyeballs” being directed to its website.\textsuperscript{126} The court also accepted as plausible the plaintiff’s theory that deep links to its site promoted customer loyalty with the defendant’s site:

The plaintiffs also complain that the defendants ‘captured’ web surfers within their web sites ‘in that the defendants’ acts of tres-
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\item \textit{Id.}
\item eBay, Inc. v. Bidder’s Edge, Inc., 100 F. Supp. 2d 1058, 1069 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (issuing a preliminary injunction on trespass grounds against the Bidder’s Edge practice of recursively crawling the eBay site with robots and compiling a database of the eBay site, which it then used on its own website).
\item 54 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) at 1347.
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pass by-passed the plaintiffs’ home page, the plaintiffs’ MOL web site and/or the plaintiffs’ Tatler web site (as the case may be), thereby creating ‘stickiness’ within the defendants’ web sites. In other words, it would be easier for web surfers to stay within the defendants’ web sites, notwithstanding that the content or search engine being viewed or used belonged to the plaintiffs.\(^{127}\)

According to news reports, the case settled before the proceedings went much past the initial pleading stages.\(^{128}\)

Several European cases reveal a third possible legal hook—albeit one that would not work in the United States under current law—for the deep linking theory. For example, a German decision in January 2001 held deep linking unlawful in certain circumstances based on the European Union Database Directive.\(^{129}\) Plaintiff StepStone, a Norwegian-based company engaged in online recruitment, sued OFiR.com, A.S., a smaller Danish-based competitor, in Germany.\(^{130}\) Stepstone protested OFiR’s deep links to StepStone’s site, which contained StepStone’s online job advertisements.\(^{131}\)

News accounts of the case indicated that StepStone raised a series of arguments against OFiR’s deep links, many similar to arguments that have been made in deep linking cases in the United States.\(^{132}\) StepStone also claimed that OFiR passed off StepStone’s advertisements as its own by including StepStone’s ads in its claims about the advertisements accessible from the OFiR site.\(^{133}\) Thus, StepStone claimed, OFiR had used StepStone’s data without authorization. Since the EU Database Directive prohibits such substantial use of another’s protected database, StepStone claimed that use constituted a violation of StepStone’s database rights.\(^{134}\) The EU Database Directive broadly defines “database” as “a collection of works, data or other independent materials arranged in a systematic or me-

---

\(^{127}\) Id. at *11-12.


\(^{129}\) Madeline Bennett, Euro Copyright Law Used to Block Link to Web Site, ZDNET UK, Jan. 22, 2001, at http://news.zdnet.co.uk/story/0,,t269-s2083881,00.html.

\(^{130}\) Rick Perera, Court Blocks Company’s Deep Link to Competitor’s Site, ZDNET UK, Jan. 17, 2001, at http://news.zdnet.co.uk/story/0,,t269-s2083881,00.html.
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\(^{132}\) Bennett, supra note 129.

\(^{133}\) Perera, supra note 130.
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In the StepStone case, the German court concluded that StepStone’s ads were indeed protected as a database, and granted an injunction against the OFiR hyperlinks.\textsuperscript{136}

In Holland, the District Court in Rotterdam rejected a similar database protection theory. The court upheld the right of a news headline site, Kranten.com, to list the headlines of various newspapers, and to link directly to the full-text of the articles on the newspapers’ websites.\textsuperscript{137} The plaintiffs, a group of Dutch publishers, raised the typical arguments that deep links cost the publishers lost advertising revenue by bypassing their front doors.\textsuperscript{138} They also raised the database argument. In response, the defendant stressed that hyperlinks are the functional core of the World Wide Web, and that deep links are common on the Internet and are often displayed in search engine results.\textsuperscript{139}

The court rejected the publishers’ claims, holding that the publishers could have prevented the deep links by technical means, that the publishers’ home pages were still accessible, and that the publishers probably suffered no real damage, given the increased traffic to the publishers’ site due to Kranten.com’s links.\textsuperscript{140} In addition, the publishers had alternative methods of advertising, including placing the ads next to the news articles themselves. On the database issue, the Dutch court found that the data used by Kranten.com—a list of headlines—did not technically qualify under the database law, since the newspapers had made no “substantial investment”\textsuperscript{141} in money or effort in developing that list of headlines, as would typically be required to develop and arrange the contents of a data-

\textsuperscript{135} Directive 96/9/EC, supra note 50, art. 1(2), at 24.


\textsuperscript{137} J. Mendlik, Rb. Rotterdam 22 augustus 2000, KG ZA 00-846, No. 139609 (ann. VKJK), available at http://www.e-jus.it/db/data/Sentenza_Rotterdam_ing_22-8-00.htm (last visited Nov. 25, 2001); see Gordon Cramb, Dutch Papers Fail in Cyber Space, Fi-

\textsuperscript{138} J. Mendlik, KG ZA 00-846 at § 3.2.

\textsuperscript{139} \textit{Id}. at § 3.3.

\textsuperscript{140} \textit{Id}. at § 4.4.

\textsuperscript{141} Under the EU directive, databases are protected only if the producer of the database made a qualitatively and/or quantitatively substantial investment in creating them. Directive 96/9/EC, supra note 50, art. 7(1), at 25.
base. The Dutch decision therefore recognized the database protection theory as a possible basis of an anti-deep linking claim, but rejected the claim solely on factual grounds.

At the five-year mark for linking litigation, deep linking remains a creative legal theory in search of viable legal support (at least in the United States), but with strong views by parties on both sides. Those who believe they should be able to control deep links to their sites apparently intend to keep asserting such claims. In order to solidify these claims, they will probably develop stronger contracts or limited-entry-consent terms, as they focus on the contract, database, and trespass theories. Those who view the web as an open network and links as mere indexes will probably keep on making deep links, and may have to fight against the imposition of invisible “limited access” barriers on that open network.

C. Inlining and Framing—Combined Content Claims from Dilbert to Total News

Inline linking and framing technologies potentially raise associational and copyright concerns. Each of these technologies permit a web publisher, to some extent, to associate itself with the content of another party and to create new adaptive web displays combining content from both sites.

Inlined links allow one to essentially import a graphic from another website and incorporate it in one’s own website. The viewer will not know that the graphic comes from another site; rather, to the viewer, it appears that the inlined graphic is a seamless part of the webpage he is viewing. It is a little bit like painting a picture of a gallery at the Louvre, by simply importing onto your canvas the Louvre’s own digital reproductions of those drawings. At the very least, it seems sneaky.

In one situation, a fan’s use of inlined links to Dilbert comic strip images led to a copyright cease-and-desist demand by the company holding rights to the images. The parties resolved the matter when Dan Wallach, the fan, “took the safe exit” and removed his page. The dispute, how-

142. J. Mendlik, KG ZA 00-846 at § 4.11.
144. See supra text accompanying note 17.
146. Id.
ever, presented serious questions and showed how inline links may essentially allow a web author in one place to create a derivative work, directly incorporating another person’s work located on a different website.

Because pre-existing content is an essential ingredient of derivative works—new works created as adaptations of pre-existing ones—the creator of the new work must generally obtain permission of the owner of the original work. In the “Dilbert” dispute, Wallach used inline links to comic strips owned and originally posted by United Media Services to essentially create a new and improved “Dilbert” webpage. Wallach’s page had more “Dilbert” comic strips and was arranged for easier viewing than United Media’s official “Dilbert” website. This presented an arguable infringement of the adaptation right because the copyright owner’s original work (e.g., one “Dilbert” comic strip) was displayed in a new and different context and manner, and it arguably became part of a new overall work (in this case, the collection of comic strips published on Wallach’s pages).147

Many Internet works can raise derivative works issues—everything from artistic compilations to summaries of textual works found elsewhere on the network. In one situation involving a derivative work claim based on framing, the court refused to dismiss the claim, noting that the issue was novel and that the most analogous cases shed little light on the issues.148 As browsing technology develops, and as users get faster web access, other webpage display and browsing technologies (particularly involving audio, music and other multimedia outputs) may also raise copyright infringement claims.

Framing, like inlining, involves combinations of materials from different sources. In a typical use, two or more webpages, all created by the same web publisher, are displayed together in separate, independently scrollable frames. A web publisher may also use framing to display one or more of his own pages together with one or more pages from other sources—including sources that may not want to be so displayed. That situation has spawned the filing of several claims.149 The most widely

147. See Wassom, supra note 16.
149. Other organizations have complained of framing. See N.Y. State Soc’y of Certified Pub. Accountants v. Eric Louis Assoc., 79 F. Supp. 2d 331 (S.D.N.Y. 1999) (refusing to decide a framing issue that had not been briefed by defendants); M. A. Stapleton, Playboy Settles Internet ‘Framing’ Trademark Case, CHI. DAILY L. BULL., May 21,
publicized of these, *Washington Post Co. v. Total News, Inc.*,150 arose in 1997 and involved involuntary framing by a news gateway site. Total News, Inc., a small Arizona company, operated an independent gateway to various Internet news pages, including those of the *Washington Post* and other news organizations.151 Among other things, the plaintiff publishers complained that when a web surfer used the Total News site to explore news sites, the news sites appeared “framed” within the index-and-advertising-filled borders of the Total News site.152 By so framing the news sites, the plaintiff publishers alleged, Total News often prevented the readers from seeing the advertisements, banners and Internet addresses of the publishers, and covered them with Total News’ banners and advertising.153 The complaint alleged that these practices were actionable as common law misappropriation, federal and state trademark dilution, unfair competition, trademark infringement, copyright infringement, and tortious interference.154

As the plaintiffs’ Complaint made clear, the hyperlinks *per se* were not the problem. Rather, plaintiffs complained of the way Total News orchestrated the links using frames: when a link was clicked by the user, the user would not receive the linked site in its totality but rather would see the linked site *within a Total News frame*.155 This gave the user something different than he or she would encounter by seeking that site directly, or linking to it from a normal nonframed hyperlink. Most importantly to the plaintiffs, the *Total News* site potentially blocked out what was most valuable to the plaintiffs—banner advertisements on their pages.156 Not sur-

---


151. *Id.* at ¶ 22, 30.

152. *Id.* at ¶ 30. For example, the main news page of the *Washington Post*, or news pages offered by other plaintiff publishers such as Time, Inc., CNN, and Dow Jones would appear within the frames of the Total News site. *Id.* at ¶¶ 31-34.

153. *Id.* at ¶¶ 35-36.

154. *Id.* at ¶¶ 38-76.

155. *Id.* at ¶¶ 10, 35-36.

156. *Id.* at ¶¶ 35-36.
prisingly, Total News’ banner advertisement was plainly visible. Pointing to this advertising blocking, plaintiffs claimed that Total News operated a “parasite site” that “diverts” and “free-rides” on plaintiffs’ good will, and that their conduct was akin to that of a counterfeiter.157

The parties settled the Total News case only four months after it was filed, with an agreement that recognized a new Internet property right—the linking license.158 In the settlement, Total News was required to obtain from the publisher plaintiffs’ licenses authorizing the hyperlinks that Total News had previously set up without authorization.159 Additionally, Total News was required as a condition of the license to display the linked materials only in certain ways—for example, without deleting any text, graphics or advertising, and without “framing” the linked site with Total News’ logo or advertising.

Because of the economics of webpage advertising, “framing” situations like that in the Total News case are likely to be fought by the Internet publishers whose content is framed by another. Banner advertising is a significant source of revenue for some commercial webpages, and is expected to grow in importance as the web grows. Moreover, many banner advertising contracts are written so that costs are related to the number of “hits” on a page; to the extent other linking pages siphon hits off of a page that carries advertising, the owner of the original page is likely to seek to restrain the unauthorized linking page.160 Contractual strategies like the

157. Id. at ¶ 10. Among other things, plaintiffs stated:

Simply put, Defendants are engaged in the Internet equivalent of pirating copyrighted material from a variety of famous newspapers, magazines, or television news programs; packaging those stories to advertisers as part of a competitive publication or program produced by Defendants; and pocketing the advertising revenue generated by their unauthorized use of that material. . . . [J]ust as that conduct would not be tolerated in the world of print and broadcasting, it is equally unlawful in the world of “cyberspace.”
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159. Id. at ¶ 3-4.

160. Id. at ¶ 4.

161. Web publishers who sell advertisements on their pages may attempt to minimize harm from framing by negotiating advertising charges based on total number of hits, regardless of whether the hits go directly to the publisher’s home page—but if unauthorized framing becomes more prevalent, advertisers may not agree to such a fee structure.
Total News settlement may well emerge as the prevailing solution to framing disputes. Additionally, new technologies such as “pop-up” and “pop-under” advertisements may raise new issues similar to framing, which may require new solutions.

D. Metatags—the Deceptive or Descriptive Use of Indexing Keywords

Metatags are optional codes embedded in a webpage’s HTML software code, which essentially act as bait for the indexes created by web search engines. In a “hidden metatag” case, an Internet publisher who wishes to attract viewers embeds another company’s trademark in its page as a “metatag.”

The first round of metatag cases involved businesses that used their competitors’ trademarks in their metatags, apparently so that their sites would rank high in search engine reports when a user searched for their competitor using its well-known trademarks. In these cases, where bad faith seemed apparent and justification was lacking, several courts reacted quickly with strong injunctive orders for the plaintiffs, and, in one case, severe penalties for the metatag user. In several later cases, however, courts have come to recognize that use of another’s trademarks in metatags may, in context, constitute allowable descriptive use rather than trademark infringement.

Metatag cases are usually brought under a trademark infringement theory, since the keywords used in metatags are usually the plaintiff’s trademarks or trade name. The plaintiffs assert that the use of these keywords leads to consumer confusion because the consumer erroneously be-

166. E.g., Playboy Enters., Inc. v. Welles, 7 F. Supp. 2d 1098 (S.D. Cal. 1998) (order denying preliminary injunction) and 78 F. Supp. 2d 1066 (S.D. Cal. 1999) (order granting summary judgment), aff’d, 162 F.3d 1169 (9th Cir. 1998) (unpublished table decision); see infra text accompanying notes 182-202.
believes that the websites on the search engine results page are connected with the trademarks used as search terms. The trademark theory fits in some ways, but is in other ways ill suited to metatag disputes. When the creator of a website intentionally uses a competitor’s trademarks to attract customers to his or her site, it appears to be deliberate misuse of another’s trademark. However, the consumer confusion element of a metatag case is far murkier than that of a traditional trademark infringement case because web users are not exposed directly to the trademark use in question. Rather, they encounter only a search engine results page, which displays links to webpages and descriptive—presumably non-misleading—text about those webpages. Whether the web user in these circumstances is confused—because the search results lists include a competitor to the company for which he or she was searching—is yet to be tested in any reported case. Without empirical evidence, courts appear to have presumed consumer confusion based upon the intent of the metatag user to attract business.167

In one early case, a metatag abuser picked a curious target. Its hidden metatags identified an intellectual property law firm, Oppedahl & Larson, so when a user searched for that firm, the search results featured the defendant’s websites instead. The Internet-savvy Oppedahl firm quickly sued in July 1997, alleging unfair competition, violation of the federal trademark dilution statute, and trademark infringement.168 The court issued permanent injunctions six months later with the consent of all defendants who had appeared.169

In similar (but perhaps more understandable) cases, Playboy Enterprises sued two firms that embedded the hidden words “playboy” and “playmate” on their sites. In the first case, Playboy sued in late August 1997 and obtained a preliminary injunction on September 8, 1997.170 In the second case, Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. AsiaFocus International Inc.,171 a trial judge held that defendants’ metatag use of various Playboy-owned trademarks constituted “deceptive tactics” which warranted severe

sanctions. Although the defendants used Playboy’s trademarks in various ways, the use of the marks in hidden metatags was central to the defendants’ deceptive scheme, and greatly influenced the court:

Specifically, the defendants embedded PEI’s trademarks “playboy” and “playmate” within the Web sites’ computer source code which is visible to “search engines” that look for Web sites containing specific words or phrases specified by computer users. Thus, a consumer conducting a search for PEI’s Web site by typing in the trademark “Playboy” or “Playmate” would receive a search engine-generated list which would include the Asian-playmates Web site. Through the defendants’ willful deception, consumers have been misled into believing the Asian-playmates Web site is connected with, or somehow sponsored by, PEI.172

The court found willful infringement and imposed statutory penalties of $3 million on the defendants.173

Courts have also issued preliminary injunctions in other cases where there appeared to be a clear intent to lure customers to a website using the trademarks of the website’s competitor in hidden metatags. Niton Corp. v. Radiation Monitoring Devices, Inc.174 is typical: in that case, both the plaintiff and the defendant manufactured instruments that determined whether paint contained lead.175 The defendant, Radiation Monitoring Devices, placed on its websites misleading metatags that used its competitor’s name—for example, it placed the phrase, “The Home Page of Niton Corp., makers of the finest lead, radon, and multi-element detectors,” in its metatags.176

Similarly, in Insituform Technologies v. National Envirotech Group,177 the plaintiff complained of its competitor’s use of its trademarks “Insituforn” and “Insitupipe” as metatag keywords. The case settled with a prompt final judgment by consent. The consent judgment required, among other things, that the defendant formally resubmit its webpages to five major search engines after the offending metatags were deleted, to assure that

172. *Id.* at *3* (record citations omitted).
173. *Id.* at *1.
175. *Id.* at 103.
176. *Id.* at 104.
the misleading keywords were promptly removed from search engine databases. Many subsequent decisions have followed *Playboy, Niton,* and *Asiafocus* and have found metatag use of competitors’ trademarks to constitute trademark infringement.

One may, of course, exploit the quirks of search engine technology without clearly infringing another’s trademark. For example, there appears to be nothing wrong with using someone else’s trademark in regular (non-hidden) text, so long as it is clear that the user is not authorized by or related to the trademark owner (i.e., no trademark dilution). This was illustrated, somewhat humorously, by a web author who, as a follow-up to the *Oppedahl* case, published his own page repeatedly disavowing any connection with the firm. Because the website used the firm’s name so often, it ranked high in searches for the firm—but because of the non-hidden and factual context of the use of the words, the firm did not view it as infringement. In the same manner, a business could openly use its competitor’s name on its website, perhaps in making product comparisons. In such a case, the site might attract viewers who were looking for the competitor’s site but this situation would present a markedly different situation from the hidden metatag cases.

Nor is use of a trademark forbidden even in hidden metatags if it is not likely to confuse a consumer as to source. Hence, Terri Welles (*Playboy* magazine’s “Playmate of the Year” in 1981), successfully defended *Playboy Enterprises*’ suit complaining of her use of “playboy,” “playmate,” and related terms as metatags (and as portions of the webpage title and

---

178. Id.


181. “If, for example, Ford Motor Company has a page on its Web site displaying the results of a comparison test between a Ford Taurus and a Pontiac Grand Am, it would be irrational to prohibit Ford from using ‘Pontiac’ and ‘Grand Am’ as metatags on that page.” Robert L. Tucker, *Information Superhighway Robbery: The Tortious Misuse of Links, Frames, Metatags, and Domain Names,* 4 VA. J.L. & TECH. 8, at ¶ 82 (1999).
The district court found that because Ms. Welles was indeed named a “playmate,” and the term was not only a trademark, but also a “title bestowed upon particular models who appear in [Playboy] magazine,” her use of the term to attract Internet viewers was not deceptive. The court concluded based on the overall impression of the Welles website, including its disclaimers of affiliation with Playboy, that Ms. Welles “has not attempted to trick consumers into believing that they are viewing a Playboy-endorse[d] website.”

Most important, the court relied on the fair use defense of the Lanham Act and on one of the classic statements of the right to use trademarks descriptively—the comment of Justice Oliver Wendell Homes in Prestonettes v. Coty that: “when the mark is used in a way that does not deceive the public we see no such sanctity in the word as to prevent its being used to tell the truth. It is not taboo.” The court found that the inclusion of the “Playboy” trademark in metatags—conduct that incensed the court in the Asiafocus case and undoubtedly contributed to the assessment of willful infringement damages—could be justifiable and, indeed, even beneficial: “Much like the subject index of a card catalog, the metatags give the websurfer using a search engine a clearer indication of the content of a website.”

The court in Bally Total Fitness Holding Corp. v. Faber reached a similar conclusion of allowable use and rejected trademark infringement and dilution claims based on the use of the “Bally” trademarks in the metatags of a critic’s “Bally Sucks” consumer commentary website. The court found the critic’s use of the “Bally” trademark in metatags aided Internet viewers by facilitating discovery of the commentary page:

---

183. 7 F. Supp. 2d at 1102 (quoted passage); 78 F. Supp. 2d at 1079 (holding that the use of the terms “Playmate of the Year” was descriptive of Ms. Welles).
184. 7 F. Supp. 2d at 1105; 78 F. Supp. 2d at 1090-1101.
185. 7 F. Supp. 2d at 1101-1104; see also 78 F. Supp. 2d at 1085 (holding similarly).
188. Id. at 368.
189. Welles, 7 F. Supp. 2d at 1103.
190. Playboy Enters., Inc. v. Welles, 162 F.3d 1169 (9th Cir. 1998) (unpublished table decision).
191. 29 F. Supp. 2d 1161 (C.D. Cal. 1998).
The average Internet user may want to receive all the information available on Bally. The user may want to access the official Internet site to see how Bally sells itself. Likewise, the user may also want to be apprised of the opinions of others about Bally. This individual will be unable to locate sites containing outside commentary unless those sites include Bally’s marks in the machine readable code upon which search engines rely. Prohibiting Faber from using Bally’s name in the machine readable code would effectively isolate him from all but the most savvy of Internet users.192

Other decisions have similarly allowed use of trademarks in metatags in contexts where the marks were used as valid and non-confusing indicators of the content of a website.193

When unique, arbitrary trademarks such as Insituform, Niton, and Oppedahl & Larson were used in metatags, it was clear that the words at issue were trademarks, and it was an easy jump to conclude that the defendants used the marks to lure the plaintiffs’ customers to its site. When the mark is not arbitrary, but consists of words that have their own ordinary meanings, and perhaps multiple trademark meanings as well, the analysis of metatags becomes more difficult. In that situation, the words in question may have been used in metatags fairly in their dictionary or other trademark senses. Neither the infringement line of metatag cases (Asiafocus, Niton, etc.) nor the fair use line (Welles and Bally’s) precisely fits this situation, which the Ninth Circuit struggled with in Brookfield Communications, Inc. v. West Coast Entertainment Corp.194

In that case, both parties had some rights to trademarks using the term “moviebuff,” and both targeted their operations to persons interested in information about movies and entertainment. The court, however, treated the plaintiff as the senior and legitimate user of the “moviebuff” trademark.195 The issues in the case were the legitimacy of the defendant’s use of the moviebuff.com domain name, and the single word “moviebuff” in metatags (not the two-word phrase “movie buff,” which the court ac-

192. Id. at 1165.
193. E.g., Trans Union L.L.C. v. Credit Research, Inc., 142 F. Supp. 2d 1029 (N.D. Ill. 2001) (holding that local credit bureau was entitled to use Trans Union’s trade name in its metatags because the bureau offered products derived from Trans Union’s database).
194. 174 F.3d 1036 (9th Cir. 1999).
195. Id. at 1046-50.
knowledged could be fairly and descriptively used). With respect to the metatags, the court first noted that any confusion from the metatags would be indirect, as opposed to the direct confusion that would result from use of a competitor’s trademark in one’s own domain name. The metatags are hidden, and reach the web user only indirectly, by influencing somewhat the search results that he or she obtains from a search engine. The defendant’s entry in that search results list will not itself be misleading—it will clearly identify the defendant using its own name.

The Brookfield court, however, found that use of “moviebuff” in metatags would nonetheless result in “initial interest confusion.” Consumers looking for the plaintiff will find the defendant. Even though they will recognize that the defendant is not the plaintiff, they may nonetheless stay with the defendant and consider purchasing from it. That is, after encountering the defendant West Coast on a search result listing (in response to a search for the word “moviebuff”), “a sizeable number of consumers who were originally looking for Brookfield’s product will simply decide to utilize West Coast’s offerings instead.” The court held that this kind of limited confusion is actionable under trademark law, and accordingly it held that West Coast could not use “moviebuff” in its metatags.

The Brookfield decision has stimulated many academic and theoretical discussions relating to the “initial interest confusion” doctrine and its application on the Internet, and is certainly susceptible to criticism. Whatever the ultimate wisdom of its conclusion, however, the decision is noteworthy in that it began to directly tackle the issue of consumer confusion, which was assumed rather than analyzed in many of the early metatag cases. Brookfield recognizes, for example, that metatag use has only an indirect affect on the consumer, a point that prior decisions glossed over.

196. Id. at 1066.
197. Id. at 1061-62.
198. Id. at 1062.
199. Id.
200. Id.
201. Id. at 1062-65.
202. Id. at 1062-64.
203. Id. at 1066.
In this regard, Brookfield belongs with the second wave of metatag cases, including Welles and Bally’s, in which courts have looked critically at metatags with a view to whether their use is as deceptive or misleading as originally thought.\(^\text{205}\)

These second-wave cases suggest an increasing attention on actual, not speculated, consumer conduct resulting from metatag use. This new focus could well cause a change in the direction of metatag decisions. The Welles decision at first blush appears limited to Welles’ descriptive use of trademarks—a defense not available to defendants like Asiafocus. The court’s analogy to indexing and its focus on the benefit conferred to the web surfer, however, suggest that even competitors’ use of metatag trademarks could be benign. Particularly where consumers may tend to use a trademark as shorthand for a particular product, prohibition of metatag use of a competitor’s trademark may frustrate the web-searching consumer. Courts that have relied on dilution theories to ban metatag use of trademarks should examine whether the practice really blurs or tarnishes the trademark—the harm dilution is meant to cover—or whether it simply helps give the web user (a person accustomed to never-ending search results) a broad array of data about the trademark owner and its industry, no more or less confusing or dilutive than many other search results.

The principles of the metatag cases may apply to other situations where keywords are used to attract search engines. For example, “invisible” webpage text has been used to attract search engines. Invisible text is text coded to appear in the same color as the background. Although the text is usually invisible to the viewer of the webpage, the words are visible to search engines, and thus are often indexed. In one reported case in Belgium, the original publisher of certain texts (a paragraph relating to horoscopes) sued an Internet site that republished that text, invisibly, on its competitive website.\(^\text{206}\) Similarly, repetitive use of a competitor’s trad-

\(^{205}\) See also Bernina of Am., Inc. v. Fashion Fabrics Int’l, Inc., 57 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1881 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 9, 2001) (enjoining a reseller’s metatag use of plaintiff’s trademarks because marks were used in a confusing manner on the visible portions of the website, but stating that if the website had not been confusing, the metatags would have been allowable as useful directions for consumers).

mark purely as bait for search engines may constitute infringement even if it is visible.\textsuperscript{207}

\textbf{E. Keyword-Based Customized Advertising}

Because the Internet is a digital electronic medium, website operators can essentially customize their pages in response to viewers’ needs or desires. Every Internet user is familiar with this phenomenon. Many users take advantage of customized personal pages available through commercial Internet portals and news sites—for example, the popular “My Yahoo” pages in which viewers essentially instruct the Yahoo portal as to the particular features to present and the way to display them. Viewers regularly customize webpages by selecting the language in which they wish to view a site or the particular products in which they are interested.

Some website operators customize pages even without the viewer’s explicit request. The Amazon.com site, for example, will display for new customers (without prompting) lists of books similar to the ones for which they searched. It also offers regular customers (again without prompting) suggestions on books they may like, based on their past buying habits and those of like-minded readers. Essentially, the website takes data derived from viewer input—search terms used by the viewer in looking for books, for example—and based on some programmed directives it customizes its web display in a manner designed to appeal to that viewer. For example, any book buyer who searches using the word “battle” may be presented with a list of the top-selling military history books.

Customization of this nature can be seen as a kind of link—a preordained software-activated link between the viewer’s conduct and the material displayed in response to it. Can such links violate anyone’s rights? Keyword-based advertising has led to several disputes, as search engines have sold banner advertisements and featured search engine listings based on keywords. The analysis differs based on the nature of the words at issue, and how the advertiser’s sites are advertised or displayed in response to a search for those words.

Advertisements sold in response to generic keywords (such as “lawyer” or “books”) do not raise any proprietary rights issues, since no one

has protectable rights to these generic words. Where, however, the keyword that is sold is a recognizable trademark, infringement claims may be asserted. The kind of display that is posted in response to a search using that keyword constitutes an important element of the case. The test for trademark infringement is consumer confusion, but consumers may well react differently to a banner advertisement than to a “featured placement” on a search results page.

The first round of keyword advertising claims arose in 1999 when Estee Lauder and Playboy Enterprises sued the Excite search engine for allowing their competitors to buy banner advertising space over or next to the search results page in response to searches using their trademarks. Specifically, when an Excite user searched that search engine for “playboy,” Excite then posted, over the search results a banner advertisement for a non-Playboy-affiliated adult site. Similarly, when a user searched for “Estee Lauder,” Excite posted a banner advertisement for Fragrance Counter, a company that is not an authorized seller of Estee Lauder fragrances. The companies contended that this practice constituted trademark infringement.

The court in the Playboy case described the practice of keyword sales as follows:

As with other media, advertisers seek to maximize the efficacy of their ads by targeting consumers matching a certain demographic profile. Savvy web site operators accommodate the advertisers by “keying” ads to search terms entered by users. That is, instead of posting ads in a random rotation, defendants program their servers to link a pre-selected set of banner ads to certain “key” search terms. Defendants market this context-sensitive advertising ability as a value-added service and charge a premium.

208. See Park ‘N Fly v. Dollar Park and Fly, Inc., 469 U.S. 189, 194 (1985) (“A generic term is one that refers to the genus of which the particular product is a species. Generic terms are not registrable, and a registered mark may be canceled at any time on the grounds that it has become generic.”) (citations omitted).


Playboy contended that such advertising used its trademarks to divert customers from its sites to the advertiser’s sites.

The case Estee Lauder brought in the United States settled before the court made any substantive decision. The court noted that the keywords at issue, “playboy” and “playmate,” were standard English words with their own non-trademark definitions, and hence the court treated the use of the words as non-trademark use. Of course, sale of advertising keyed to searcher use of an ordinary English word in its dictionary sense implicates no trademark infringement issues. The problem with the court’s approach, however, is that words like “playboy” and “playmate” have dual meanings—standard dictionary meanings, and trademark meanings. The court did not seriously consider whether the words in the context presented were used in their trademark sense. This apparent error was particularly serious because the words most likely were used in their trademark sense—it is likely that most Internet users who search for “playboy” and “playmate” are looking for the websites of Playboy Enterprises, not a man devoted to the pursuit of pleasure, or a companion in play.

The court also ruled that even if the words in question were being used in their trademark sense, there was no infringement connected with the

---

211. See Kaplan, supra note 209. According to this article, the Estee Lauder companies settled with iBeauty, a successor to The Fragrance Counter, and iBeauty agreed to refrain from using the Estee Lauder trademarks. Id.


214. Id. at 1073.

215. The court stated that “whether the user is looking for goods and services covered by PEI’s trademarks or something altogether unrelated to PEI is anybody’s guess.” Id. Although it is generally unwise for courts to speculate on consumer behavior, see infra text accompanying notes 336-341, most observers of human nature and the American male would not find this “guess” a difficult one to substantiate. Indeed, the record in the case established that “the word ‘playboy’ is allegedly one of the most frequently-used search terms on the Internet,” Netscape Communications Corp., 55 F. Supp. 2d at 1083, and it is unlikely that all of those searchers were looking merely for “a man devoted to the pursuit of pleasure.”
sale of advertising space keyed to them.\textsuperscript{216} Again, however, the court’s reasoning was somewhat self-contradictory. The court stated that there would be no trademark confusion because of the existence of alternative non-trademark meanings.\textsuperscript{217} Additionally, the court downplayed the possibility of consumer confusion by stating that the search engine defendants were in different business fields than the adult-entertainment plaintiff.\textsuperscript{218} The court did not address the fact that the search engines’ customers were direct competitors of Playboy. Finally, the court expressed concern that a ban on keyword advertising might allow trademark owners to censor otherwise allowable use of the words that they use in a trademark sense.\textsuperscript{219} The district court ruling has been appealed and the International Trademark Association filed an amicus brief asserting that the case raises serious direct and contributory infringement issues.\textsuperscript{220}

The trademark infringement theory asserted by Playboy and Estee Lauder in the keyword sale cases goes a step beyond the metatag cases and implicates the freedom to advertise because of the likely different effects on consumer perceptions. Trademark infringement is based on a consumer perception of affiliation between a particular trademark and a particular seller. Search engine users probably give little thought to the banner advertisements that pop up each time they do a search, and indeed most users probably have no idea whatsoever that there is any connection between the search terms they input and the advertisements that appear after the search.\textsuperscript{221} To the extent viewers make the connection, they

\textsuperscript{216} Id. at 1074-75.  
\textsuperscript{217} Id.  
\textsuperscript{218} Id.  
\textsuperscript{219} Id. at 1085.  
\textsuperscript{221} The plaintiffs’ theory in these cases depends upon web users expecting a close connection between their search terms and the banner advertisements generated in response. This theory, however, appears contrary to the fact, recently recognized by some courts, that dead ends and false starts, not flawless connections, are what most regular users come to experience and expect. See Strick Corp. v. Strickland, 162 F. Supp. 2d 372, 377 (E.D. Pa. 2001) (stating that it is “clear that ‘Internet surfers are inured to the false starts and excursions awaiting them’ and are ‘unlikely to be dissuaded, or unnerved’ when, after ‘tak[ing] a stab at what they think is the most likely domain name for a particular web site’ guess wrong and bring up another’s webpage.” (quoting Chatam Int’l, Inc. v. Bodum, Inc., 157 F. Supp. 2d 549, 559 n.17 (E.D. Pa. 2001))).
probably realize what is really behind such search-term-responsive advertising: that the advertiser is someone who wants to attract the viewer, based on the viewer’s interest in a similar or competing product. This consumer understanding would of course negate the consumer confusion necessary to prove trademark infringement.

At root the situation complained about in the search engine cases is not much different from a typical practice in the business world—the attempt to sell consumers who are interested in one product on a competing product. The “compare to” labels used on house-brand packages, a waiter’s request that a customer who asked for “Coke” accept “Pepsi” instead, and even highway signs for hotels and attractions are often premised on steering a consumer from one brand-name product or service to a competing one. The advertiser, who learns of the customer’s preference from his or her search of certain trademarks, seeks to divert the consumer to a rival brand, and of course the search engine seeks to make money off of such invitation-to-switch advertising. These are hardly forbidden activities in normal non-Internet commerce, and there appears to be no need to forbid them in the context of Internet keyword sales.222

Keyword sales that result in “featured placements” in a search engine listing may raise different issues than keyword banner advertisement sales. While banner advertisements may appear so clearly to be advertisements that consumers should not be confused, search engine featured listings may well appear to consumers as listings of Internet webpages that are highly relevant to their search. For example, a consumer who searches for “Coca-Cola” may well be confused if the “featured placement” top website on the search results page is headlined “Your Favorite Soft Drink” but turns out to be the site for Pepsi-Cola. In practice, while consumers often ignore or do not click on or pursue banner advertisements, consumers inevitably give disproportionate attention to search result listings on the first search results page, given the practical impossibility of scanning the thousands of search results obtained in typical search engine searches. Accordingly, “featured placements” succeed in obtaining special consumer attention. If after giving those featured placement displays some attention, the consumer thinks they may be related to the company for which he or she

was searching, then at least “initial interest confusion” would seem to exist. 223

A slightly different dispute, also based on keyword-activated links based on pre-ordained judgments, relates to Netscape’s “smart browsing” function introduced in 1998 in its version 4.5 browser. This browser allowed viewers to type in only a portion of a web address destination; the browser, calling on programmed-in lists and judgments about popular websites, would automatically complete the address. All is well, of course, when the browser correctly anticipates the full address, but what about when it jumps ahead to “widgets.com” when the viewer really wanted the “widgets.org” site run by a competitor? Does this link violate the rights of the second website operator? One early complainant, the operator of the scripting.com domain, cried foul when Netscape instead directed the viewer to Netscape’s own scripting news sites. 224 However, Netscape reportedly changed its practices to favor its own pages less—a possibly unnecessary change since it is commonplace for publishers of all sorts to favor their own related products when providing references for their readers.

Many new and developing web technologies and techniques based on keyword linking could also raise legal issues. Microsoft’s “Smart Tags” technology, which the company originally planned to bundle with its Windows XP operating system, could have added automatic links to any word on a web page. 225 As with keyword-based banner advertisements and featured placements, use of one firm’s trademark as the keyword leading to another firm’s advertisement would raise possible trademark infringement issues.

F. Tarnishment and Disparagement Claims

Trademarks are essentially advertising, and most companies like free advertising. Thus, trademarks used as images for links to the website of

223. One consumer advocacy group has brought a complaint to the Federal Trade Commission based on keyword featured placement sales, alleging that such sales are inherently deceptive. See Commercial Action, Commercial Action Files Complaint Against Search Engines for Deceptive Ads, at http://www.commercialalert.org/releases/searchenginerel.html (July 16, 2001).


the trademark owner are relatively common on the Internet and rarely give rise to legal claims. In some situations, however, the trademark owner may not like the context, purpose, or manner of use of its trademark, and in some of these cases even a reference hyperlink may supply the offensive context.

In *Bally Total Fitness Holding Corp. v. Faber*, 226 for example, a health club operator sued a dissatisfied customer who used the plaintiff’s “Bally” trademark on its “Bally Sucks” webpage. The court granted defendant’s summary judgment motion, on the grounds that the defendant’s site did not infringe or dilute plaintiff’s trademark, because no reasonable consumer would consider the “Bally Sucks” site to be sponsored by Bally.227 Bally found a link to a pornographic site on defendant’s site particularly offensive; Bally claimed that the pornographic link, on a page that used the “Bally” trademark, tarnished (i.e., diluted) the mark.228 The court disagreed, finding that no “reasonably prudent Internet user” would associate Bally with the linked site.229

The *Bally* court did not address the situation where a more direct link existed between a trademark and an objectionable site. If the “Bally” trademark itself had been used as the link to a pornographic site, the court may well have found tarnishment. Similarly, links from pornographic or other objectionable sites directly to business sites may present tarnishment issues. Some adult sites, for example, use introductory pages that offer viewers the opportunity to “enter” or “leave” their sites; those who click on “leave” are sometimes linked directly to Disney’s website or other children-oriented sites. Family-oriented website operators may feel that any such direct link with an adult site tarnishes their marks.

The tort of “passing off” played a significant role in several of the hyperlink cases to date. This tort addresses a key concern of businesses that is raised by many linking situations: the extent to which one firm’s reputation is appropriated or misused by another. Links may cause “passing off” concerns if one firm uses links to suggest that its goods or products are those of a better regarded competitor. Links may also lead to the relatively unusual “reverse passing off” claim in which one firm attempts to

---

226. 29 F. Supp. 2d 1161 (C.D. Cal. 1998).
227. *Id.* at 1168.
228. *Id.* at 1162.
229. *Id.* at 1163-64.
suggest that another’s goods are its own.\footnote{230} For example, an Internet publisher might use a linkage to suggest that it was responsible for the highly regarded goods or services on a competitor’s page.

We may envision many situations in which links give rise to different kinds of passing off and reverse passing off claims. The use of logos and trademark designs in webpages presents one of the obvious problems. An Internet page creator who wants to link to the Disney’s official pages or fan pages,\footnote{231} and who creates a Mickey Mouse icon for its hyperlink, may well receive a cease-and-desist letter from Burbank, California. Owners of valuable trademarks probably view hyperlinks as more likely to create a “passing off” problem than non-hyperlink use of a trademark, particularly where famous design marks are involved. As an example of reverse passing off, a company that manufactures or distributes low-quality goods could seek to upgrade its image in the marketplace—and possibly pass its goods off as associated with better-known producers—by hyperlinking to sites for top-quality producers.

These and similar situations may also raise concerns about tarnishment or disparagement of one’s business reputation because of unwelcome associations. If, for example, Joe’s Internet Home Page for Junk Goods contains a hyperlink to your page, your goods may be implicitly disparaged, and your trademarks tarnished, by the association of your goods with “junk.” A media company, for example, has objected to a link to its website by a protest group.\footnote{232} Similarly, the Better Business Bureau (“BBB”) has attempted to prevent links to its website by individual companies, fearing that the mere existence of the link may imply that BBB supports or is associated with that website.\footnote{233} Finally, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in a somewhat overcautious directive to banks, has warned that bank customers may seek to hold their banks responsible if hyperlinks on the bank’s website lead them to “disappointment, poor quality products

\footnote{230} See, e.g., Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 77 F. Supp. 2d 1116, 1121 (C.D. Cal. 1999) (holding that Arriba Soft’s use of photographer’s copyrighted images in its search engine results page was fair); see also supra note 94.

\footnote{231} Fan pages are pages established by fans of entertainers, devoted to information, tributes and discussion concerning the entertainer. See generally Ericka S. Koster and Jim Shatz-Akin, Set Phasers on Stun: Handling Internet Fan Sites, COMPUTER L.J., Jan. 1998, at 18.


or services, or loss as a result of their transactions with linked companies.\footnote{234}

**G. Possible Negligence Claims**

Hypertext links may create problems even for Internet advertisers with the best of intentions (for example, where one party’s Internet page links to a source which was considered reliable, but which turns out to contain misleading or harmful information). Even such simple informational links—posted with no particular commercial purpose other than to help provide information to consumers—could create risks under the theory of “negligent publication.”\footnote{235} The “negligent publication” theory is disfavored and usually rejected as a matter of tort and constitutional law.\footnote{236} However, extensive use of links to other sites in the “chaotic” and uncontrolled Internet may raise judicial eyebrows. Prudent web publishers, moreover, confront a dilemma as to the extent of their monitoring of linked sites; if they conduct extensive checking, they may be deemed under negligence law to have assumed the obligation to verify linked sites, whereas if they do not check, they may be charged with reckless linking.\footnote{237}

**H. Derivative Liability Based on Links (Direct and Indirect) to Prohibited or Illegal Content**

Links consist of expressive conduct (“speech” in its broad meaning: words and/or images), and an action component (in the case of a standard HREF link, the mark-up code that executes the transfer of information). Legally, is a link speech or action, or both? So far courts have not directly addressed this basic issue of theory, but several decisions have treated links as embodiments of some action, not as pure speech.


\footnote{235} The “negligent publication” theory seeks to hold a publisher liable for publishing material that instructs and/or encourages readers in committing violent or other unlawful conduct. See Sandra Davidson, *Blood Money: When Media Expose Others to Risk of Bodily Harm*, 19 HASTINGS COMM. \\& ENT. L.J. 225, 281 (1997).

\footnote{236} Id. at 253.

The speech/action distinction is crucial because under the First Amendment, speech is constitutionally protected. Action is not. For policy reasons, classification of something as speech or action depends in part on intent and context, not simply whether words are used. Flag burning or a silent skit may constitute expression even though no words are used. The exhortation “Fire!” spoken in a crowded theater or “Go get ‘em!” to an attack dog, constitute action, even though no actions are used. Thus, the speech/action distinction is inherently policy-based.

Several court decisions have imposed liability for links to prohibited or illegal content, and these decisions appear to be based on the view that the links at issue constitute action (or part of a pattern of action), not protected speech. The first such United States decision was Intellectual Reserve, Inc. v. Utah Lighthouse Ministry, Inc. The case involved a critic of the Mormon Church, that, among other things, posted on its website Mormon writings in which the church claimed a copyright. The church sued, and the defendant consented to an injunction that enjoined it from posting certain copyrighted material. The injunction sparked other church critics to post similar materials (or publicize their postings), and even to encourage creation of mirror sites. While the defendant did not participate in these postings, it did enthusiastically publicize them, and even provided instructions on how to reach the other sites and browse the forbidden material. Among other things, it published hyperlinked URLs for the other sites. The plaintiff immediately sought an order enjoining the links. Notably, these links were essentially links to illegal postings: copy-

238. U.S. CONST. amend. I.
239. Texas v. Johnson. 491 U.S. 397, 407 (1989) (holding that the act of burning an American flag was expressive conduct within the protection of the First Amendment); Iota Xi Chapter of Sigma Chi Fraternity v. George Mason Univ., 993 F.2d 386 (4th Cir. 1993) (holding “ugly woman contest” skit to be protected free speech).
240. Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919) (stating that “[t]he most stringent protection of free speech would not protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre and causing a panic”); United States v. Hoff, 22 F.3d 222, 224 (9th Cir. 1994) (stating that defendant’s “potentially dangerous attempt to incite a dog to attack or repel the rangers on the second day, although verbal, was not spoken ‘criticism’ in even the basest sense of the word”).
244. Id. at 1292.
righted material that the defendant had been previously enjoined from posting.

The court’s decision carefully addressed the defendant’s potential contributory infringement or vicarious liability for providing links to the infringing material. First, the court reviewed the basic requirements for contributory infringement, including the requirement that defendant actively encourage infringement of the copyrighted material. The court found that the defendant did not actively encourage the original posting of the material by the linked-to sites, but that its link did actively encourage infringement by the users who followed those links. In this regard, the facts included more than the mere posting of links; the evidence also showed defendants provided specific instructions and encouragement for users who wished to visit the other sites. The court’s order required Utah Lighthouse Ministry and the other defendants to “remove from and not post on [its] website, addresses to websites that defendants know, or have reason to know, contained the material.”

Although the decision has been criticized by some as chilling free use of hyperlinks on the Internet, the factual context of the holding significantly limits any broad application of the decision to customary linking. Moreover, in the context of the case, it seems clear that the court was influenced in reaching this decision by its inherent equitable power to enforce its own decisions, since the links had the practical effect of undercutting the effectiveness of the court’s injunction against direct posting of the material by the defendant. The circumstances and intentions behind these links thus substantially distinguish this case from the typical posting of links. As one commentator put it: “The publishing of the URLs was one thread in a tapestry of purposefully subverting an order of court. The tapestry, not the thread, is what got Utah Lighthouse Ministry into trouble.”

245. Id. at 1292-93.
246. Id. at 1294-95.
247. Id. at 1294 (stating that web users who visited the sites that posted infringing materials were guilty of infringement by the mere visiting of those sites).
248. Id. at 1295.

In other cases, courts have sanctioned or enjoined hyperlinks because the links appeared to be designed to evade court orders. See, e.g., Jeri-Jo Knitwear, Inc. v. Club Italia, Inc., 94 F. Supp. 2d 457 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (ordering links to Italian website re-
Just as *Utah Lighthouse Ministry* involved links to copyright infringing material, the celebrated *Napster* case and other cases involving sharing of music files also can be seen as linking cases. The common element of these cases is that the Internet user goes to a middle party (Napster, Scour, or a similar site), which makes available a list of links to third parties who willingly make digital copies of copyrighted works available for downloading. The middle party does not itself host or transmit the copyrighted material; it merely provides (a) links to the third parties who make that material available, and (b) other facilities, such as peer-to-peer software, that assist the downloading of material from remote sources.\(^{251}\)

In the *Napster* case, the court initially determined that the wholesale downloading of copyrighted music files by Napster users constituted direct copyright infringement, and that activity was not protected by the fair use doctrine or the asserted defenses of sampling or space-shifting.\(^{252}\) The court then turned to whether Napster was secondarily liable for this direct infringement through the doctrines of contributory copyright infringement or vicarious copyright infringement.\(^{253}\) The court quoted the classic definition of contributory infringement: “one who, with knowledge of the infringing activity, induces, causes or materially contributes to the infringing conduct of another, may be held liable as a ‘contributory’ in-

\(^{250}\) A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001).

\(^{251}\) *Id.* at 1011-12. The court stated that:

> Through a process commonly called “peer-to-peer” file sharing, Napster allows its users to: (1) make MP3 music files stored on individual computer hard drives available for copying by other Napster users; (2) search for MP3 music files stored on other users’ computers; and (3) transfer exact copies of the contents of other users’ MP3 files from one computer to another via the Internet. . . . To transfer a copy of the contents of a requested MP3 file, the Napster server software obtains the Internet address of the requesting user and the Internet address of the “host user” (the user with the available files). . . . *The Napster servers then communicate the host user’s Internet address to the requesting user.* The requesting user’s computer uses this information to establish a connection with the host user and downloads a copy of the contents of the MP3 file from one computer to the other over the Internet, “peer-to-peer.”

*Id.* (emphasis added).

\(^{252}\) *Id.* at 1013-19.

\(^{253}\) *Id.* at 1019-24.
fringer.” It then examined (a) whether Napster had knowledge of the direct infringement, and (b) whether it materially contributed to that infringement.

In addressing the first issue, knowledge, the court took pains to reject as insufficient mere knowledge that a computer system could be used for infringement. But the court found that Napster had knowledge far beyond that understanding of potential misuse. Napster’s own documents boasted of its use in “piracy” and the record demonstrated that “Napster has actual knowledge that specific infringing material is available using its system, that it could block access to the system by suppliers of the infringing material, and that it failed to remove the material.” Finally, the court examined whether Napster “materially contributed” to infringement, and concluded, in a two-paragraph analysis, that it did. The court did not single out Napster’s provision of links, but rather approvingly quoted the district court’s finding that “Napster is an integrated service designed to enable users to locate and download MP3 music files.” Obviously, one of those “integrated services” was the list of relevant links provided by Napster to its users.

Next, the Ninth Circuit in *Napster* considered whether the Napster service created vicarious liability. For this doctrine the court relied on the

---

254. *Id.* at 1019 (quoting *Gershwin Publ’g Corp. v. Columbia Artists Mgmt., Inc.*, 443 F.2d 1159, 1162 (2d Cir. 1971)).

255. *Id.* at 1021. The court stated that:

> We agree that if a computer system operator learns of specific infringing material available on his system and fails to purge such material from the system, the operator knows of and contributes to direct infringement. See *Netcom*, 907 F. Supp. at 1374. Conversely, absent any specific information which identifies infringing activity, a computer system operator cannot be liable for contributory infringement merely because the structure of the system allows for the exchange of copyrighted material. See *Sony*, 464 U.S. at 436, 442-43. To enjoin simply because a computer network allows for infringing use would, in our opinion, violate *Sony* and potentially restrict activity unrelated to infringing use.

*Id.* The court thus reconciled two of the key contributory precedents of the electronic age—the *Sony* case, which found no contributory infringement by manufacturers of videotape recorders used by consumers for time-shifting purposes, and the *Netcom* case on Internet Service Provider liability for retransmitting infringing material. *Id.*

256. *Id.* at 1022 (emphasis in original).

257. *Id.*

pathbreaking *Gershwin*\textsuperscript{259} case, which extended vicarious liability beyond employer/employee relationships and into cases in which a defendant “has the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity and also has a direct financial interest in such activities.”\textsuperscript{260} The court found that Napster derived financial benefit from its users’ infringement, because the ability to download copyrighted music acted as a draw for Napster, and Napster possessed, but deliberately did not use, the ability to police its system and prevent infringement.\textsuperscript{261} Finally, the court rejected various defenses that Napster raised to the imposition of injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{262} Accordingly, the court affirmed, in relevant part, the injunction entered in the district court, which enjoined Napster from facilitating the unauthorized downloading or distribution of copyrighted music and recordings.\textsuperscript{263}

While the *Napster* decision does not discuss links, the Napster system was in essence a linking system, and, in overview, the *Napster* ruling is not much different from *Utah Lighthouse Ministry*. Direct infringement occurred in both cases. In both cases, the defendant not only provided links to the infringing material, but also actively encouraged or facilitated the use of those links in various ways. In *Utah Lighthouse Ministry*, the additional steps were mostly verbal—instructions on following the links, and encouragement to use them—and in *Napster*, they were mostly technological—the Napster software that facilitated downloads. However, in both cases they allowed the courts to find the key “action” element of contributory infringement: *material contribution to infringement*.\textsuperscript{264}

Yet another celebrated digital copyright case, *Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Reimerdes*,\textsuperscript{265} raised an issue of derivative liability for links to illegal content. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 made it unlawful for anyone to circumvent copy-protection measures intended to protect copyrighted material from unauthorized copying.\textsuperscript{266} Special en-

\textsuperscript{259} Gershwin Publ’g Corp. v. Columbia Artists Mgmt., Inc., 443 F.2d 1159 (2d Cir. 1971).
\textsuperscript{260} A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004, 1022 (quoting *Gershwin Publ’g Corp.*, 443 F.2d at 1162).
\textsuperscript{261} *Id*. at 1023.
\textsuperscript{262} *Id*. at 1024-28.
\textsuperscript{263} *Id*. at 1029.
\textsuperscript{264} See supra text accompanying notes 241-263.
\textsuperscript{266} 17 U.S.C. § 1201 (West Supp. 2001). In relevant part, this section provides that “(2) No person shall manufacture, import, offer to the public, provide, or otherwise traffic in any technology, product, service, device, component, or part thereof, that—(A) is
cryption used on DVDs, known as Content Scramble System ("CSS"),\textsuperscript{267} qualified as protected copy protection measures. In late 1999, a Norwegian teenager developed, and hundreds of computer enthusiasts posted on the Internet, a software utility that decrypted CSS; this utility became known as DeCSS.\textsuperscript{268} The motion picture studios that use the CSS encryption system, and the entity that owns and licenses the system, brought various actions against those who actively disseminated the DeCSS software code.

These suits implicated links in various ways. The first suit, brought by the CSS licensing agency in state court in California, actually may have created many links. The complaint itself contained long lists of URLs for sites that posted the DeCSS utility, and soon after it was filed, the complaint was posted on the Internet by DeCSS supporters, with the lists of links enabled as HREF links. Perhaps with a view to the links in the complaint, both in the courthouse file and on the Internet, the court in that case refused in its initial order to generally enjoin links to sites carrying the DeCSS utility. The court did, however, enjoin the defendants from disseminating the utility.\textsuperscript{269}

\textsuperscript{267} Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Reimerdes, 111 F. Supp. 2d 294, 308 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).

\textsuperscript{268} Id. (DeCSS is a software utility or computer program "that enables users to break the CSS copy protection system and hence to view DVDs on unlicensed players and make digital copies of DVD movies. The quality of motion pictures decrypted by DeCSS is virtually identical to that of encrypted movies on DVD.").

\textsuperscript{269} DVD Copy Control Ass’n v. McLaughlin, No. 786804, 2000 WL 48512, at *4 (Cal. Super. Ct. Santa Clara Cty. Jan. 21, 2000). In refusing to enjoin links to sites carrying the DeCSS utility, the court stated:

\textbf{[T]he Court refuses to issue an injunction against linking to other websites which contain the protected materials as such an order is overbroad and extremely burdensome. Links to other websites are the mainstay of the Internet and indispensable to its convenient access to the vast world of information. A website owner cannot be held responsible for all of the content of the sites to which it provides links. Further, an order prohibiting linking to websites with prohibited information is not necessary since the Court has enjoined the posting of the information in the first instance.}

\textit{Id.} The California Court of Appeal reversed the Superior Court’s injunction against posting of the DeCSS utility on the grounds that the DeCSS utility was not protected speech under the First Amendment and the plaintiff could not overcome the constitutional barriers to prior restraints. DVD Copy Control Ass’n v. Bunner, No. H021153, 2001 WL 1340619, at *10 (Cal. App. Nov. 1, 2001).
The right to link to sites that carried the DeCSS utility eventually matured as an issue in the federal case in New York brought by major movie studios.\textsuperscript{270} The plaintiffs sought to enjoin defendants both from posting DeCSS and from electronically linking their sites to others that had posted DeCSS.\textsuperscript{271} By the time the key linking issue became ripe for decision, there were only two defendants, Eric Corley and his company, 2600 Enterprises, Inc. (which the court described as “a leader of the computer hacker community”).\textsuperscript{272} Before the suit was brought, Corley had posted on his website, 2600.com, the text and object code for the DeCSS utility, as well as a list of links to other sites where the decryption utility could be found.\textsuperscript{273}

After the lawsuit was filed against Corley and several other defendants, all of the defendants were enjoined from posting the DeCSS utility, but they were not enjoined from posting links to sites that carried the utility. Corley and 2600.com continued to post their links, and described their acts in doing so as “electronic civil disobedience.”\textsuperscript{274} They also actively encouraged copying and republication of the utility, stating at one point—somewhat reminiscent of \textit{Utah Lighthouse Ministry}—“it’s especially important that as many of you as possible, all throughout the world, take a stand and mirror these files.”\textsuperscript{275} Corley and 2600.com, with support from both the hacker community and many critics of the anti-circumvention provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, challenged, unsuccessfully, the anti-circumvention provisions themselves and their application to the DeCSS utility.

The parties and the district court also focused on a key issue of linking liability: regardless of whether Corley and 2600.com could post the DeCSS utility, could they be forbidden from merely linking to those who had posted it? The defendants portrayed this as a basic free speech issue, while the plaintiffs focused on the statutory language, which prohibited

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{270} \textit{Reimerdes}, 111 F. Supp. 2d at 308-09.
\item \textsuperscript{271} \textit{Id.} at 312.
\item \textsuperscript{272} \textit{Id.} at 308-09. The court also stated that the defendant and his company were known for publishing “articles on such topics as how to steal an Internet domain name, access other people’s e-mail, intercept cellular phone calls, and break into the computer systems at Costco stores and Federal Express.” \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{273} \textit{Id.} at 309.
\item \textsuperscript{274} \textit{Id.} at 303.
\item \textsuperscript{275} \textit{Id.} at 312-13.
\end{itemize}
providing or trafficking in any technology designed for the purpose of circumventing copy-prevention technology.\textsuperscript{276}

The district court addressed both the statutory language and the defendants’ defenses. The court noted that the defendants made various links, some of which actively and automatically facilitated the downloading of the decryption utility, and others of which simply transferred the web user to the sites of parties that offered DeCSS.\textsuperscript{277} The court found a clear statutory violation in the more active links. Specifically, since the statute made it unlawful to offer, provide or otherwise traffic in described technology, a violation occurs wherever one “presents, holds out or makes a circumvention technology or device available, knowing its nature, for the purpose of allowing others to acquire it.”\textsuperscript{278} This, the district court held, clearly occurred when Corley “linked to sites that automatically commence the process of downloading DeCSS upon a user being transferred by defendants’ hyperlinks;” such a linkage was “the functional equivalent of transferring the DeCSS code to the user themselves.”\textsuperscript{279} The court then took the next step and found ordinary hyperlinks directed to pages that only made available the DeCSS code equally violative of the act, since the fact that the user was left with the option of downloading the illegal code was “a distinction without a difference.”\textsuperscript{280}

What, then, should be made of standard passive HREF links, particularly where they were joined together with text and commentary? The defendants argued that 2600.com was a media outlet, an electronic journal of opinion, fact, and commentary, one that had its own particular non-mainstream point of view, but one as fully deserving of constitutional protection as the opinionated journals of revolutionary times.\textsuperscript{281} The court brushed off these arguments by focusing again on the background, prior acts, and apparent intent of the defendants and their links. The court distinguished the Corley/2600.com link with intent to promote copying of the prohibited material from a newspaper’s hypothetical, purely informational link.\textsuperscript{282} In addressing the defendants’ free speech arguments, the court

\textsuperscript{276} Id. at 316-27.
\textsuperscript{277} Id. at 324.
\textsuperscript{278} Id. at 325-32.
\textsuperscript{279} Id. at 325.
\textsuperscript{280} Id.
\textsuperscript{281} Id.
\textsuperscript{282} Id. The court stated:
Defendants urged others to post DeCSS in an effort to disseminate DeCSS and to inform defendants that they were doing so. Defendants
made explicit its conclusion that the links in question, viewed in context, were actions, not speech. Therefore, the links were capable of regulation under *United States v. O'Brien*,\(^{283}\) which governs regulation of conduct that contains expressive elements:

> Links bear a relationship to the information superhighway comparable to the relationship that roadway signs bear to roads but they are more functional. Like roadway signs, they point out the direction. Unlike roadway signs, they take one almost instantaneously to the desired destination with the mere click of an electronic mouse. Thus, like computer code in general, they have both expressive and functional elements. Also like computer code, they are within the area of First Amendment concern. Hence, the constitutionality of the DMCA as applied to defendants' linking is determined by the same *O'Brien* standard that governs trafficking in the circumvention technology generally.\(^{284}\)

The Second Circuit affirmed the district court's ruling and explicitly endorsed the district court's application of the *O'Brien* test for speech that contains both action elements. The appeals court noted that a hyperlink both “conveys information, the Internet address of the linked web pages” and in addition “has the functional capacity to bring the content of the linked web page to the user’s computer screen.”\(^{285}\) Because the application of the DMCA’s anti-circumvention provisions provisions to linking is content-neutral, the *O'Brien* test must apply.\(^{286}\) The appeals court held that the district court had sufficiently (if not more than sufficiently) protected free speech by requiring knowledge and intent of unlawfulness before the linker would be enjoined from linking to prohibited material.\(^{287}\)

Finally, the appeals court distinguished Internet hyperlinks from their non-electronic counterparts, such as printed addresses of bookstores that sell illegal materials, because a hyperlink to digital material facilitates “instant-

---

\(^{283}\) 391 U.S. 367 (1968).

\(^{284}\) *Reimerdes*, 111 F. Supp. 2d at 339.

\(^{285}\) *Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Corley*, No. 00-9185, at 60 (2d Cir. Nov. 28, 2001).

\(^{286}\) *Id.* at 62.

\(^{287}\) *Id.* at 63-63.
teous worldwide distribution before any preventative measures can be effectively taken." The court acknowledged that enjoining hyperlinks could cause “some impairment of communications,” just as not disturbing them would require toleration because of the policy choice made by Congress in the DMCA. In sum, the Second Circuit approved the district court’s essential analysis that hyperlinks to illegal can be enjoined because of their action component.

Much like the courts in *Utah Lighthouse Ministry* and *Napster*, the *Reimerdes* court viewed and analyzed the links at issue as part of an overall pattern of conduct. In that context, they found that the total conduct met the standard for derivative liability (in this case, the anticircumvention provision of the DMCA).

The trio of *Utah Lighthouse Ministry*, *Napster*, and *Reimerdes/Corley* appear to establish the principle that links to illegal content, when revealed in context as having a significant action component, may be enjoined or sanctioned. Some foreign courts have made similar determinations. Decisions in Belgium and Denmark have reportedly found liability for those who provided links to illegal content such as illegal software, obscene material, or copyright-infringing works. In India, a search engine operator was criminally charged with making available links to obscene material. A Swedish decision involving links to MP3 music files recognized the possibility of hyperlink liabilities.

Deliberate links to illegal content—as appear to have occurred in *Utah Lighthouse Ministry* and *Napster*—present strong cases for derivative liability. Links that were posted for traditional media informational purposes, as in the 2600.com links in *Reimerdes/Corley*, present closer questions. Then come links, most likely posted for purely informational pur-

---

288. Id. at 65.
289. Id. at 66.
291. See Western High Court, Denmark, Apr. 20, 2001, nn. V.L. B-1943-99, V.L. B-2089-99 (holding defendants liable for establishing direct links to music tracks on their webpages); Belgacom Skynet N.V. v. IFPI Belgium VZW, Appeal Court of Brussels, 8th Division, Feb. 13, 2001, Record No. 2095 (holding Internet service provider Belgacom Skynet liable for subscriber-created MP3 links to unlawful reproductions of musical recordings).
poses, that link only to other links, and thereby only indirectly to any illegal content. To what extent, and under what circumstances do links to links ever create derivative liability, assuming that something in the end chain is indeed illegal content? In particular, are links to links inevitably expressive, and hence protected by the First Amendment, or may links to links constitute non-protected and sanctionable action even when they lead only remotely to illegal content?

The first answer is that contributory infringement, where recognized, must be subject to reasonable limits. Based on the interconnectedness of the web and the theory that no more than “six degrees of separation” stand between any two individuals on the planet, it would not take much to wrap many innocent and unknowing people into a claim for contributory infringement. This was illustrated in Bernstein v. J.C. Penney, Inc., in which a photographer sued a retailer not for anything on its website, but for a link on its site to a movie database, which in turn linked to a site in Sweden that allegedly infringed the photographer’s copyright in two celebrity photographs. The case never reached final resolution, but suggests that claims of remote contributory infringement will be viewed with skepticism: the district court denied the plaintiff’s motion for a preliminary injunction, and the plaintiff dismissed his case shortly thereafter.

The next answer, perhaps, is that intent and context do matter, and the Utah Lighthouse Ministry, Napster, and Reimerdes/Corley cases should be interpreted as “linking-plus” cases, not “linking” cases. In each of these cases, the defendant was held liable because it did more than just post Internet links. The encouragement of copying and even excitement at others’ posting of the infringing materials in Utah Lighthouse Ministry, the intentional encouragement of wholesale copying of copyrighted music in Napster, and the active encouragement of downloading and use of the DeCSS utility by Corley in Reimerdes/Corley make up the “plus” element. Where the context makes clear that a link is posted merely for its informational (indexing, referencing) content, and with no active encouragement

296. The defendants contended, among other things, that “multiple linking does not constitute substantial participation in any infringement where the linking website does not mention that Internet users could, by following the links, find infringing material on another website.” Id.
of use of illegal content, then “plus” factors are missing, the expressive nature of the link dominates, and courts should not impose derivative liability. Indeed, in such cases involving informational (“pure speech”) links, the traditional and necessary elements of material furtherance of infringement (contributory infringement) and financial gain from infringement (vicarious liability) are likely to be lacking or weak.

The “link-plus” derivative liability precedents should not apply to “mere link” situations; imposition of derivative liability for a mere expressive link posted solely for informational purposes would almost inevitably violate the First Amendment. Thus, for example, a libel plaintiff ought not to have a viable claim against those who merely post links to a site containing allegedly defamatory statements. 297

IV. DEFENSES AND DEFENSIVE STRATEGIES FOR HYPERLINK CLAIMS

Link Law pioneer Dr. Wills of the Shetland News was incredulous at the linking claim made against him in 1996, but linking claims are no longer so novel or shocking. Increasingly, Internet publishers should understand that links on, or to, business sites might raise claims. They should be prepared with strategies for preventing or minimizing such claims, or with defenses to them. The sections below outline several possible defensive strategies.

A. Standard Defenses to Claims

When plaintiffs make claims based on hyperlinks, the defendants will find some ready-made defenses available. In copyright and trademark law, for example, parties often use the defenses of “fair use” (copyright law) and “descriptive” or “nominative” use (trademark law). Defendants find these defenses particularly useful where the defendant is not a business competitor and has a public-interest justification for using a part of another’s intellectual property.

For example, a linking page owner may defend against hyperlink copyright infringement claims on grounds of non-copyrightability or fair

use. If the copy used on the linking page is short enough or is a mere factual description, it may not constitute infringement even if the copy is taken from the originating page. In the *Shetland Times* case, for example, the *News* claimed that the *Times* headlines that it copied onto its page were too short to be copyrightable. Fair use is a complicated issue in United States law, but the flexible statutory fair use factors,298 the “transformative use” factor introduced by *Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music Inc.*,299 and the Supreme Court’s approval of viewer initiated time-shifting transfers for personal use in *Sony*,300 may support the defense in this context.

As the *Welles* and *Bally* cases demonstrate, two similar defenses in trademark law, relating to “descriptive use” and “nominative use,” permit some use of trademarks in normal discourse. The “descriptive use” defense permits a word that is a trademark to be used in its normal dictionary non-trademark sense; it “forbids a trademark registrant to appropriate a descriptive term for his exclusive use and so prevent others from accurately describing a characteristic of their goods.”301 A related doctrine, also often known as “descriptive use,” but sometimes distinguished as “nominative use,” allows use of the term as a trademark but in a non-confusing descriptive context.302 Use of the trademark will not imply sponsorship or endorsement of the product where the mark is used only to describe the thing, rather than to identify its source, particularly where no descriptive substitute for a trademark exists. For example, even though “Boston Marathon” is a trademark, a television station could not be stopped from using the name “Boston Marathon” because those words described the event that the station broadcast.303 Whether use of a trademark on a hyperlink is justifiable as a descriptive or nominative use of the mark will often depend on whether consumers believe that a trademark hyper-

---

301. *Soweco, Inc. v. Shell Oil Co.*, 617 F.2d 1178, 1185 (5th Cir. 1980).
303. *WCVB-TV v. Boston Athletic Ass’n*, 926 F.2d 42, 46 (1st Cir. 1991). As one court put it:

Such nominative use of a mark—where the only word reasonably available to describe a particular thing is pressed into service—lies outside the strictures of trademark law: Because it does not implicate the source-identification function that is the purpose of trademark, it does not constitute unfair competition; such use is fair because it does not imply sponsorship or endorsement by the trademark holder.

link indicates some sponsorship by, or a recognized or licensed association with, the trademark owner.  

In a noncommercial context, there may well be a stronger First Amendment right to make a hyperlink and even to use another’s trademark in a hyperlink. In *American Civil Liberties Union of Georgia v. Miller*, the court indicated that a ban on noncommercial use of trademarks would raise First Amendment problems. The court stated in dictum that use of trademarks in connection with hyperlinks was allowable.  

Other traditional defenses will also apply to intellectual property infringement claims based on linking. For example, *Bernstein v. J.C. Penney, Inc.* illustrated that normal legal limitations on contributory infringement claims are sufficient to bar extreme claims of remote contributory infringement based on hyperlinks.

**B. Right to Link Defense**

Creators and users of links can claim that web traditions and practices have given rise to an implied license to link, or, as it is sometimes characterized, an implied right of public access. For example, a British professor offered a custom-based argument in favor of the *Shetland News*’ hyperlinks:

> The copyright owner made a deliberate choice to place his Web site online, with full knowledge (presumably) of how the system operates. Linking of Web sites to one another is extremely common and is, arguably, both the *raison d’être* of the WWW and the reason for its success. It is custom and practice, and so if a copyright owner puts up a Web site, he MUST expect others to link into his site. Services such as Web search rights could not operate without this ability.  

Similarly, in its Answer to the *Ticketmaster Corp. v. Microsoft Corp.* suit, Microsoft asserted the right to hyperlink, but highlighted technology

---


306. *Id.* at 1233 nn.5-6.


rather than custom as giving rise to the right.\textsuperscript{309} In its affirmative defenses to Ticketmaster’s claims, Microsoft first explained webpages and hyperlinks, emphasizing that webpage publishers invite the public to view their sites, and that hyperlinks merely facilitate that activity.\textsuperscript{310} Microsoft claimed that links on its “Seattle Sidewalks” site to the Ticketmaster site were no different from footnotes or directory listings in print, which scholars and newspapers are free to publish, and which have an effect, if at all, only through the independent actions of readers.\textsuperscript{311}

Based on these facts, Microsoft alleged as affirmative defenses, among others, (a) that Ticketmaster assumed the risk “when it elected to participate in the World Wide Web system” that Internet users would view its site, (b) that because Ticketmaster encouraged traffic to its site, it was estopped from making claims based on that traffic, and (c) that Microsoft’s use of Ticketmaster’s trademarks was fair noncommercial use, devoid of any suggestions of sponsorship or endorsement.\textsuperscript{312}

Implied rights certainly exist as to many Internet materials and practices. Under current copyright law, almost any artistic or linguistic composition that may be posted on a website is likely to be copyrighted, meaning that the copyright owner has the exclusive rights to reproduce, distribute and display the work.\textsuperscript{313} Simply browsing the web would constitute copyright infringement if we did not recognize that by posting materials on an open computer network, a publisher is inviting visits and granting web viewers the implied right to view its postings. Whether based on custom or technology, “implied license” or “implied public access” theories may be dependent on the evidence regarding actual web practices. In particular, if web publishers begin incorporating in their pages prohibitions against linking, or if they begin requiring prior consent to links, those practices would seriously undercut the implied license or consent arguments. In instances where the linking site does more than just provide a neutral link—for example, where, as alleged in Washington Post Co. v. Total News, Inc.,

\textsuperscript{309} Microsoft’s Answer, \textit{supra} note 117, ¶¶ at 43, 45, 47.
\textsuperscript{310} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{311} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{312} \textit{Id} at ¶¶ 51-62. Microsoft also claimed that its use of Ticketmaster’s trademarks and its “publication of basic information and commentary about Ticketmaster” constituted “news reporting of information” and “constitutionally protected speech” that could not constitutionally be enjoined. \textit{Id} at ¶¶ 61-62, 71-75.
the linking site frames the linked material with its own banners and advertisements—it would be harder to justify a right to link freely.314

In situations where links are encouraged or tolerated for the most part—and as many web publishers acknowledge that one may freely link to their websites315—courts will likely recognize the implied license theory.

C. Normal Competitive Conduct

Before a defense to linking is asserted on constitutional or intellectual property grounds, it may be wise to examine whether the conduct at issue falls within normal competitive behavior. Normal competitive behavior is traditionally considered fair and controlled by the marketplace, not the courtroom. After all, to recast Justice Holmes’s comment about trademarks in *Prestonettes*,316 there is nothing particularly sacred about an Internet link; using or exploiting Internet linking technology for commercial advantage is not taboo. Some of the Internet community’s thought on linking, perhaps stretching back to Berners-Lee’s initial commitment to build and make available a totally open system, appears to imbue linking technology with a kind of sacredness, and take the view that linking technologies must be kept apart from the world of commerce.

Most particularly in the case of keyword-based advertising, the commercial world teaches that no cognizable confusion exists where the consumer understands that a rival of the company for whose goods he is searching is directing advertising to him. Every business seeks to place its advertising before those potential customers most interested in its goods or services. That is precisely what search engines sell in their banner advertising: an opportunity to reach those potential customers who may have an interest in particular goods or services. To analogize to institutions of eighteenth century America—as the Supreme Court likes to do317—it is no different from the fruit-seller calling out, “Apples for sale!” when a hungry-looking fellow approaches on the street. The conduct changes charac-

314. *See supra* text accompanying notes150-151.
ter only when it deceives (for example, when the consumer is presented not with obvious advertising but with a featured listing presented as if it were the most relevant site).

Similarly, “smart browsing” may be imperfect in directing consumers to the particular places they may wish to visit, but in that regard it is no different from any other commercial directory or travel agent. To claim that Netscape should favor one site or another in its “smart browsing” service is no different from claiming that Fodors should recommend one hotel over another, or that Michelin should award a particular restaurant four stars instead of three. “Negligent advice” claims of this sort have rightly been universally rejected in the past. Indeed, if giving flawed directions were actionable, that famous seeker of a route to India, Columbus, would be a tortfeasor, not a hero.

An important premise that underlies much of our law is that competitive conduct is normal, acceptable, and even socially beneficial. Such conduct is limited only in certain situations when the need for limits is clear—for example, anti-competitive conduct, and violations of the rights of others. Just as in the First Amendment area where the remedy for speech we do not like is normally counter-speech rather than a prohibition of speech,318 so too in the business world the remedy for unwise business practices should normally be competition, offering consumers the alternative of better practices. In the long run, Internet sellers, search engines, and browsers will not succeed over their competitors if their hyperlinks, keyword advertising, or judgments about viewer preferences misjudge, or are offensive to, the values of a large number of Internet users.

D. Disclaimers, Linking Restrictions, and other One-Party Actions

Those who make links to other Internet sites may of course include in their sites appropriate disclaimers and disavowals. Such disclaimers may cure some potential problems with links, especially in the trademark area, where the legal focus is on whether a consumer is likely to be confused as to any affiliation between the linker and the linkee. For example, one might explain the ownership of trademarks used on a webpage, and disavow any affiliation or endorsement by the trademark owners or by operators of linked sites. Some websites post no specific disclaimers for their hyperlinks, but in response to a click on a hyperlink to another website, display a notice explaining that the user will be leaving the present web-

A number of trademark infringement and related cases, including some involving web linking disputes, have relied on disclaimers. The effectiveness of disclaimers, at least in trademark law, is a factual question that depends on the overall impression created, taking into account the psychology of the consumers who are likely to be exposed to the trademark use. Disclaimers relegated to fine print at the bottom of a page—which are often not visible unless the viewer scrolls down to them—may not override a misleading impression left by more prominent parts of a webpage display. Additionally, disclaimers may not work for appearances of unfair competition created by framing or misleading links. Even a well-worded disclaimer, moreover, may not avoid initial interest confusion, when a consumer is led to one website by improper techniques such as metatag use of a competitor’s trademarks.

Just as disclaimers represent a unilateral attempt by the linking party to avoid link-law liabilities, potential linked sites often unilaterally seek to limit or prevent links by their own announced linking restrictions. Such self-proclaimed restrictions are probably not effective or enforceable, unless the linking party takes some affirmative steps that make it contractually bound to follow the linking restrictions. Where, for example, an Internet site announces that no one may link to it without permission, it is probably safe for a linking party to ignore that announcement and link to the site in a standard, nonobjectionable manner (for example, without any attempt to suggest affiliation, framing, or commercially motivated deep linking). While arguably the placement of links in contravention of the

---

320. Id. (“In a way, that’s a legal disclaimer to the point where we’re telling you that you’re going somewhere that has some affinity to the story, but we don’t know what you’re going to find when you get there.” (quoting Rob Fixmer, editor of the Cyber Times section of the New York Times)).
322. See, e.g., Am. Chicle Co. v. Topps Chewing Gum, Inc., 208 F.2d 560, 562-63 (2d Cir. 1953) (noting that in trademark law, courts consider habits of buyers including their tendency to quickly glance at package labels without carefully studying them).
linked site’s expressed policies could evidence bad faith, courts are unlikely to assess liability in these situations, especially where the placement of unauthorized links is commonplace and accepted in the web world, and no laws appear to have been violated.

E. Permission Agreements

The simplest and most direct way to prevent claims of unauthorized hyperlinks is to obtain authorization. Often this will be quite easy to accomplish. Some websites solicit or encourage links, and even make readily available artwork that can be downloaded to serve as the linking symbol; obviously such sites permit linking, and no further permission is required. Other sites may generally seek links, but perform some limited screening and approval process. Here, if one follows the approval process and is allowed to link, authorization is established.

Where one finds no “link freely” invitation or link approval process, the linking party can seek authorization in various ways. If a letter or e-mail to the webmaster of the prospective linkee gets an approval in response, this offer and acceptance through exchange of correspondence should evidence an enforceable linking agreement. If the linkee in response imposes limits or conditions to its linking authorization, then a response from the operator of the linking site will be needed to complete the offer-counterproposal-acceptance cycle. Given the simplicity of even the arms-length settlement agreements in the Total News and Shetland Times cases, a simple exchange of correspondence should suffice for most simple linking authorizations.

Linking licenses may well become expected where framing or inline technologies are used to specially present or aggregate content from other websites. In such situations, a prudent web publisher should at least consider obtaining such a license, due to the possible objections and claims, illustrated by the Total News, which may attend to unauthorized framing. The most complex linking licenses may require significant attention like any other important contract. Indeed, in anticipation of an increasing use of formal linking licenses in situations like this, an American Bar As-

324. Wash. Post’s Complaint, supra note 150
326. See, e.g., Mark Kaminkey, Net License: Favored Way to Protect IP, NAT’L L.J., Nov. 11, 1996 (describing issues which may be covered in linking licenses).
sociation subcommittee has published a guide to considerations relating to terms in linking licenses.  

Where one seeks and obtains permission to link to such a site, the linking party will probably then be contractually bound to honor the linked party’s policies. If the linked party later revokes permission to link, the linking party is probably then contractually bound to cut the link. Some sites take pains to entice potential linkers into such contracts. For example, the eBay Internet auction site makes available, for no charge, a colorful eBay trademark button that embodies an HTML hyperlink to eBay. The twist is that in completing the form required to install the eBay button, the linking site agrees to eBay’s Link License Agreement, which, among other things, gives eBay the right to revoke the license at any time in its sole discretion. Given the significant drawbacks of agreeing to a site’s self-imposed linking restrictions, most savvy linkers will simply ignore self-proclaimed linking restrictions rather than subject themselves to contractual linking limits.

Where the kind of link created falls outside the commonplace, unilateral restrictions may carry more force. Some sites, for example, state that they permit normal hyperlinks, but that they prohibit, or require express permission for, framing or inline linking. To the extent these more intrusive linking practices are less accepted in the web world, these unilateral restrictions are likely to be taken seriously and enforced by courts.

Linking permission agreements are likely to become more and more common with respect to business sites on the web. They permit businesses to control their gateways to customers and the public, maintain quality and performance standards, and prevent misunderstandings. Eventually, linking rights may become valuable salable commodities for owners of the most desirable sites.

328. Presumably there is an enforceable contract, because consideration was exchanged—the linking party received the assurance that its link would be permitted and it would not be subject to legal action, and the linked party received a preview and opportunity to reject a proposed link.
V. PRINCIPLES FOR LINK LAW DISPUTES

New technologies always lead to predictions of dire technological harm, and corresponding cries for new legal controls. It happened with the telegraph, the so-called “Victorian Internet” of the late nineteenth century.\(^{330}\) It happened with radio and television.\(^{331}\) It happened even quite recently with such benign technologies as the telephone and the facsimile.\(^{332}\)

Accordingly, a gimlet eye needs to be focused on the early Internet link law cases, especially to the extent that they appear to restrict or prohibit use of Internet linking technologies without adequate policy justification. If the history of broadcasting is any guide, a new communications technology is most likely to blossom in the absence of strict regulation. Just as hard cases make bad law,\(^{333}\) cutting-edge cases, decided when a technology appears new and mysterious, can make questionable precedents. Moreover, the truism that courts many times reach the right result for the wrong reason is often borne out in novel situations, where judges must proceed to decision points without the comforting aid of many precedential pointers, or even a firm grip on the technology and how it may develop. In developing sound link law policies, we need to heed early link law cases, without being tied to all of their narrow conclusions.

Against this background, several principles for Internet linking controversies may be suggested:

*Recognize a presumptive right to make reference links.* HREF links seem presumptively allowable in almost all situations. A hyperlink is, in one analyst’s words, “an automated version of a scholarly footnote or bibliographic reference; it tells the reader where to find the referenced material.”\(^{334}\) While such links were held actionable in the initial *Shetland Times* decision, that decision seems wrong as a matter of United States law.

---

It also appears unnecessary to vindicate the unfair competition interests that seemed to trouble the trial court. Where there is concern that a reference link threatens to confuse consumers or appropriate business opportunities, these perils can usually be avoided by adequate disclosures and nondeceptive practices by the linking party. A fair, adequate disclosure by the *Shetland News* that its link will take the reader to the *Shetland Times* website should have been sufficient in that case.

Of course even reference hyperlinks will occasionally lead to liability. One may easily use a simple hyperlink to libel another, or to tarnish a trademark, for example, and hence there can be no immutable rule that hyperlinks are always allowable. The principle should simply be that a linkage itself is presumptively all right, and restrictions should be imposed only when the circumstances show a clear abuse that would be actionable in a non-Internet situation.

*Study actual consumer understandings and recognize web user intelligence and sophistication as appropriate.* Trademark and unfair competition laws focus on consumer understandings. Whether a particular use of a mark constitutes infringement depends on how consumers will react; specifically, whether they are likely to be confused. Even dilution laws, which protect trademarks beyond the area of “confusion,” focus essentially on states of mind: whether use of a mark will “blur” or “tarnish” the image of the mark in the minds of the relevant consumers. False advertising and unfair competition law also depend on how consumers understand certain information put forth by one competitor about another. In such cases, consumer surveys are often needed to determine consumer perceptions and how consumers’ overall knowledge and instincts interact with the advertising or statements at issue.

While the law’s focus should be on actual consumer understandings, courts have become accustomed to assume at times that, at least in the general product marketplace, consumers do not use a terrible amount of thought or intelligence. The image of unthinking and simplistic consumer

---

335. Copyright claims arising from pure reference hyperlinks, such as those asserted in the *Shetland Times* case, are especially weak. One who places his copyrighted material on an open network distinguished by easy reference linking can hardly complain when such links are made. As Microsoft asserted in its defenses to the *Ticketmaster* case, the linker is doing no more than facilitating the “visit me” invitation that the linked site has already made. Microsoft’s Answer, *supra* note 117, at ¶¶ 43,47. Moreover, “hyperlinking [without framing] does not itself involve a violation of the Copyright Act . . . since no copying is involved.” *Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets.com, Inc.*, 54 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1344, 1346 (C.D. Cal. Mar. 27, 2000).
behavior is widespread, and goes back at least to Judge Learned Hand’s observation that buyers tend to quickly glance at package labels without carefully studying them. 336 Some of the key link law cases can be seen as hinging on somewhat paternalistic views of Internet users. The metatag cases that found infringement, for example, are premised on Internet users as being easily confused about sponsorship and associations. 337 However, the Bally and Welles decisions that permitted use of another’s trademarks in metatags seemed to have assumed that users would readily understand the lack of any association. 338 Several other decisions went further and suggested that Internet users were so “inured to false starts and excursions awaiting them” that they would not be confused by any site to which they were misdirected. 339

Courts should not assume any particular level of naiveté or sophistication of Internet users. Rather, they need to require litigants to develop specific evidence about the understandings and behavior of Internet users. Internet users may well turn out to be far more sophisticated and capable of understanding the significance of links than many courts have thus far credited. After all, they have the ability to turn on a computer and the daring to attempt to navigate the world’s largest collection of information. Actual evidence of consumer understandings may be especially important in instances, such as framing and inlined links, where at present one can only speculate as to typical user perceptions. 340 So far, although some litigants have attempted to survey Internet users, there is a paucity of empiri-

337. See supra text accompanying note 167.
338. In Brookfield Communications v. West Coast Entertainment Corp., 174 F.3d 1036, 1057 (9th Cir. 1999), for example, the court of appeals readily assumed lack of sophistication in Internet users:
   In the Internet context, in particular, entering a web site takes little effort—usually one click from a linked site or a search engine’s list; thus, Web surfers are more likely to be confused as to the ownership of a web site than traditional patrons of a brick-and-mortar store would be of a store’s ownership.
Id. (emphasis added). This assumption appears to be totally unsupported by evidence.
340. But see Burk, supra note 334 (explaining that “sophisticated web users undoubtedly already will know that on-line frames and framed materials are not ‘bundled,’ and as the level of familiarity with the technology increases, the average web user may be assumed to recognize the potential for different origins of screen display elements just as she now recognizes the potential for different origins of combined physical goods”).

Recognize the unique nature and value of information linking technologies. Lawyers and judges live by the analytical tools of precedent and analogy, and where precedents are lacking, as in the case of new technologies, they rely on analogies. The Internet, for example, has been analogized to everything from a New England town meeting to a dance hall to a dark alley. So, not surprisingly, linking technologies have been analogized to various kinds of nontechnological links and associations, including the familiar links, endorsements, and associations known to the law of unfair competition. While the term “link” suggests these analogies, they may not be the proper analogies. If indeed an Internet “link” is no more than an automated footnote or a digitized Dewey decimal reference, then the unfair competition analogy is not valid, and such an analogy inhibits sound analysis.

Internet linking technologies need to be examined afresh, without the prejudgment of forced analogies. In particular, courts need to examine the unique benefits and possibilities of these new technologies, as well as offenses alleged to have been committed with them. In such a “big picture” examination, perhaps even new terminology is needed. Professor Dan Burk has aptly characterized the issue in many link law disputes as that of “control over information referencing.”\footnote{Burk, supra note 334.} Perhaps not surprisingly in view of this characterization of the issue, Professor Burk has suggested that “[i]ntellectual property law should optimally be interpreted so as to forestall future monopolization of information tagging systems.”\footnote{Id.} Whatever the ultimate policy—or, more likely, policies—relating to linking disputes, we will all be better served if courts undertake to understand and consider the overall potentialities and benefits of the technology under examination.

Recognize the right to create, use and exploit electronic searching of an open electronic network. Just as telephone technology led to the telephone book, the Internet has caused the creation of search engines. As a practical matter, navigation of the web would be difficult or impossible without search engines. Yet just as telephone directories could conceiva-
bly be faulted as invasions of privacy, search engines and how they are used and exploited can be, and have been, faulted on numerous grounds. As we have seen, linking claims can arise from website owners’ use of metatags to attract search engines, and from search engine operators’ own sale of banner advertisements.

These acts of use and exploitation of electronic searching capabilities should not be viewed in isolation. The Internet is an electronic network, where electronic searching—and hence electronic tagging—is necessary and expected. Because of the vastness of the Internet, and its decentralized openness allowing practically anyone to add new content, effective computer-based search tools are needed. No one who enters into an open computer network ought to be surprised by the existence, capabilities or use of electronic searching. Nor should anyone, even one who remains outside the network, be shocked that words of trade and commerce, including trademarks, show up in Internet communications as targets and outputs of search engines. Put simply, a web user’s utilization of search technology should be no more suspicious than a sign painter’s use of a paintbrush; what matters is not the technology but what is done with it. Mere search engine use of the trademarks of another—as metatag targets or banner advertisement prompts, for example—should not be verboten any more than use of trademarks in labels, coupons, or comparative print advertisements. Abuses, if they occur, can always be distinguished and dealt with appropriately. 344

Just as media are treated more deferentially than other speakers, and just as common carriers like telephone companies are given immunity from content restrictions, courts may need to provide special protections for search engines. Certainly an automatically generated search engine list of links to illegal content should be treated differently than a list of links created by a party that deliberately seeks to direct traffic to the illegal sites. While this problem may be handled in part by the application of the traditional element of contributory infringement that requires knowledge by the alleged contributory infringer, it may be necessary to create a

344. For example, in the case of metatags, courts can readily distinguish between helpful allowable use of metatags as indexing aids, and deceptive use that confuses consumers. E.g., Bernina of Am., Inc. v. Fashion Fabrics, Int’l., Inc., 57 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1881 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 9, 2001) (acknowledging usefulness of metatags as indexing tools but holding them unlawful where, in context of website, the defendant attempted to confuse consumers); SNA, Inc. v. Array, 51 F. Supp. 2d 554 (E.D. Pa. 1999) (relying on repeated use of plaintiff’s trademark in metatags and other evidence of bad faith in concluding that metatags should be enjoined).
search engine exemption or privilege in some situations. Courts already seem cognizant of the critical need for search engines, indexes, and links associated with such search tools.  

Use technology rather than law to close doors on any open network. Where web publishers desire to control access to their otherwise unrestricted websites—such as by prohibiting deep links—legal barriers should not be the preferred method. Rather, web publishers should be expected to utilize all practical and available technological tools to achieve their objectives before they seek innovative legal rulings, which will inevitably carry broad effects.

Deep linking, for example, can be addressed by various means, including requiring password access, blocking requests or links except from certain pre-approved sites, use of dynamic (i.e., frequently changing) URLs for subsidiary pages. If web publishers use these rather than legal methods to control or restrict deep links, they can satisfy their objectives without causing distortions to the law or hardships or restrictions on the broad Internet community. The same principles ought to apply to problems besides deep linking as well.

---

345. E.g., Playboy Enters., Inc. v. Netscape Communications Corp., 55 F. Supp. 2d 1070, 1077 (C.D. Cal. 1999) (“Because the Internet contains an almost infinite number of Web pages, Internet search engines provide a critical tool for Internet users. Without search engines, Internet users would be unable to locate all but the most obvious Web sites.”).

346. As one commentator stated:

[T]here are technological solutions to most of the unauthorized linking or framing problems. These methods—which can block or redirect unauthorized links—are so simple and readily available that it is difficult to understand why anyone would want to resort to litigation rather than use the quick, certain, and comparatively inexpensive technological fix instead. In fact, this may be the very reason why there is so little law or commentary on this issue. For example, if a Web site operator does not wish to have his site “framed” by the operator of a linking site, the linked site operator need only include readily-available anti-framing programming into his Web site. Many Web site operators have already incorporated this programming that prevents others from framing their site, including The New York Times, CNN, The Los Angeles Times, and USA Today. Unauthorized linking can also be prevented by limiting access to the site to paid subscribers, or by imposing registration and password requirements that allow access to the site only to those who have previously registered. Alternatively, a Web site operator can program an automatic change of his URL address (rendering links established by other Web site operators obsolete) on a regular basis, although this obviously poses some
Study issues raised by framing or inlining, and encourage licensing where websites incorporate off-site materials. Framing and inlining technologies raise more concerns than simple reference hyperlinks. Both techniques raise serious issues of the creation of derivative works under copyright law. In image inlining, when A takes B’s copyrighted image and places it on A’s website—perhaps as an integrated element of a composite design such as a collage—A seems to have adapted B’s work and hence violated B’s exclusive right to make derivative works. When A uses framing technology to frame portions of B’s web content on A’s website, the derivative work issue may arise, although one does not create a derivative work by putting a frame (e.g., a picture frame) around a copyrighted work. 347

The non-copyright issues arising from framing and inlining need more study. The Total News complaint artfully highlighted some serious potential legal concerns with framing, but due to the particular relative sizes of the litigants (major media companies against a small web pioneer) and the early settlement utilizing a linking license, these innovative theories never underwent real testing. In particular with respect to the unfair competition theories in such a case, the facts regarding consumer perceptions are all-important. Do consumers believe when they view a framed site that the framed site is associated with the framing site? Or do viewers see a framed site for what it is, and easily navigate directly to the framed site when they so desire? Similarly the issues of advertising expectations and losses need factual development before we settle on legal policies for these situations.

Consider Internet consequences in analyzing proposed legislation. Just as the Shetland Times case foreshadowed linking disputes in the United States, foreign link law disputes continue to preview the kind of disputes—and legal claims—that may develop in the United States. Several recent European cases, for example, warn that we may see future deep linking claims based on database rights if the United States enacts database protection legislation similar to that in the European Union. For that

through this obviously poses some problems (or at least annoyance) for users that have “bookmarked” the page for easy access. In short, as one author put it, “There is usually a technological solution to any linking problem that is perceived to be offensive.” Tucker, supra note 181, at ¶¶ 143, 145.

347. Lee v. A.R.T. Co., 125 F.3d 580 (7th Cir. 1997) (holding ceramic tiles on which copyrighted note card designs and lithographs were mounted were not derivative works). But see Greenwich Workshop, Inc. v. Timber Creations, Inc., 932 F. Supp. 1210 (C.D. Cal. 1996) (holding framed and matted works made using plaintiff’s copyrighted works infringed the derivative works right).
reason, our policy makers should consider Internet consequences—such as the possibility of opening up more deep linking claims—in connection with proposed legislation like database protection. As our society walks down the path of greater recognition of proprietary rights, it must take care that it does not in so doing unduly restrict useful tools and techniques like Internet linking.

**Maintain flexibility to permit adaptation to technological advances.** Laws must be adaptable to evolving technologies. The Internet is changing and evolving rapidly and consequently courts need to be careful not to promulgate doctrines narrowly tailored to today’s technology, which may be gone tomorrow. HTML, today’s “language of the web,” may be replaced before long with eXtensible Markup Language (“XML”), a new computer language that could dramatically affect the way links operate, and which might empower both linker and linkee alike to deal more directly with the links of concern to them. Courts should be particularly cautious about intervening in areas where new technology may empower private problem solving.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

Every Internet user understands the delight that Berners-Lee and other technological pioneers must have felt with the creation of hypertext markup language, the World Wide Web, and quick and easy hyperlinks. The technology is truly revolutionary and holds great promise for increasing communication, learning, and the speed and reach of business activity.

Users of the World Wide Web, however, also understand intellectual property laws, and in particular one immutable principle that applies not only to technology but to all human affairs: *One thing leads to another.* When one thing—including an Internet link—leads to another—such as a copyright or trademark infringement, a false or misleading reference, or a misappropriation of a business opportunity—our law comes into play. Where there are legal prohibitions against certain kinds of associations, the law will examine links carefully and prohibit improper links. Put simply, the millions of links on the World Wide Web are themselves linked, inextricably, to the laws that regulate business activities.